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In our r idly changing world,\ there fare a great many

factors bearing pon future educational directions. Not

the least of these is the contlinuing development of computer

bas d instructional technology. It :was with a view to keeping

abrea t of the potential for and the implications of using

these tools in British Columbia that the work described' in

this report was undertaken.

0

Knowledgd gained from this work will:be used to establish et

educatidnal policy with respect to microcomputern the

classroom. Your reactions to this Discussion Paper are

therefore appreciated.

Many thanks to all of you who contributed to this work.

Ministry of Education
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-This report, prebare'd for the British Columbia

Ministry of Education,, is published as a Discussion

paper in order to stimulate, wide reaction to the issues

raised and ideas presented.

We encourage you to complete and detach this form

and mail ie-to the Project Planning Centre, Ministry.

of Education, Legislative Buildings, Victoria,

V8V 1X4, or telephone. (604) 387-5409.

Comments:
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Date:

Name:

. Occupation:
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The Pilot Projet

Background

The Instructional Uses of Microcomputers Project had
its beginnings when a number, of educators, some of whom had
been using computers in education since 1965, began to
petition the Ministry of education in British' Columbia with
requests for an investigation into the potential uses of
computers in the education system inthe province. They
wanted to:

1) Ensure that an acceptable standa-rd of computer
literacy was available to the students of the
province;

2) Employ available technology in a reasoned and
appropriate manner for the general enhancement of
education; and

ti

3) AnsCkwer the requirements of members of the
educational community who had perceived both a
problem and a need at the school level and who
wished to work towards a resolution.

In:short, it was felt that there was an immediate need
for a serious, systematic attempt to familiarize students
with computers, to dispel the mythology surrounding
computers, to ensure the opportunity for computer literacy
through the educationsysteg, and to explore the
instructio 1 and management potential of the computer in
an education 1 setting.

The province had not made a heavy financial commitment
to timeshare systems and considering the relatively small
population, the geographic area, and the remoteness of many
of the school populations, it was concluded that an
extensive timeshare system was not an appropriate direction
for' British Columbia `at this time.

IC
However, it was brought to the Ministry's attention

9
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that recent developments in computer technology,
particularly microcomputer technology, indicated that
computer' assisted instruction was not only a realistic but
an economic proposition as well, and supporters of the use
of microcomputers in education Pointed out the outstanding'
success of MECC, the Minnesota Education'al Computing
Consortium, which had been exploring the potential of the
microcomputer in education for a number of years.

Further investigations and a visit to Minnesota by
representatives from the Ministry, JE1 and the school
system resulted in a decision to design a project to
introduce microcomputer technology into the schools of B.C.
along a model developed by MECC who extended their full
cooperation and encouragement and offered to B.C. the
benefits of their experience.

fl

o
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Purpose

.

The purpose of the project would be to make available
to the-schools of B.C. the best in microcomputer hardware
in a'manner consistent with the requirements of the
Ministry and the needs of teachers. The primary emphasis
was to be the integration of this technologTinto the
provincial curriculum. -\In addition, the Ministry was
determined to ensure that the introduction of microcomputer
technology would be accomplished in a coordinated and
carefully controlled manner to avoid duplication of effort
and to benefit from shared information and resources.

'The selected apprbach to the introduction of
microcomputers to the schools of B.C. was based on a number
of factors emerging from initial backgroAd work, prior to
project formalization. Included in these factors, were the
following:

1) the need to generate information on the variety
of ways in which microcomputers assist teachers
in the instructional process;

2) the need to discover advantages/disadvantages of
the machines as a learning/teaching resource, the
range of successful applications and requirements
of .teachers and students in 'relation to
hardware/software configurations;

'

3) the indication from a number of sources
(background research, interviews) thht the
traditional research design was not necessarily
appropriate at this stage;

. '

4) the requirement for flexibility .so that the
objectives of the field test could be! met;

5) the limitation in available fesources requiripg
a high degree of local initiative, enthusiasm and

) self-evaluation;

6) the judgemgnt that teachers tbemselves`were able
to develop meaningful, site-based criteria for.
the instructional use of microcomputers,' based on



7)

their involvement in the pilot study (there were
certain reporting requirements, but these were
not intended to be restrictive);

. .

the need to evaluate various applications over a
reasonable time-period (shop, library, resource
centre, classroom contexts);

-8) the need to allow freedom for teachers to deve'op
their expertise and to experiment a classroom
setting. xS

ur

TIONpilot project was designed to answer a number of
genera including the following:.

Ig

1. *What are the various appropriate use's of the
microcomputer as a teaching tool?

0

2. -What kind of support services and resources are
required to maintain a reasonable level of
integration?

,

3, What are the requirements for pre-service and
in- service training?"

4. What level of coordination is needed for
courseware development and courseware integration
into the established curriculum?

5. What is the most productive way of deploying
microcomputers in a school?

6. What number of machines are required-to meet the
needs of different kinds og organizational
structure; and different instructional purposes?

7. What is the_best means of sharing' the results of
software development efforts throughout the
province?

4
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Directions for Phase

'A proposal for a project relating to the instructional
use of microcomputers and taking into consideration the
factors emerging ,from initial background work, was
submitted:to the Ministry of Education by JEM 1esearch.

The confusing proliferation of models of
microcomputers on the education market and the need for
compatibility and quality control throughout the provinde
dictated the initial-directionfor Phase I of the project.

A decpion had to be made as ta-Vihich microcomputer
would be used. A list of requirements was drawn up and the
microcomputers that are ifs fairly widespread use by
educators in North America - the App,ie II, the Commodore
PET, the Radio Shack TRS-80, the Ataii, and the Intecolor
were evaluated .by members of the Project team.

In addition, members of the team began to locate ,

sources of courseware foi each of the above models and to
evaluate available programs as to the quality of 'the
instructional- design, the effective use of the

-,,micrdtdaputerl and the compatibility with the goals and
objedtiVes'of the B.C. curriculum.

The Apple II Plus with 48K was chosen as the
microcomputer which would be used in the Pilot phase of thr64..t.
project. This Phase would see the introduction of 100
microcomputers with single disk drives into selected sites
to evaluate the usefulness!of microcomputer. technology in
an educational setting and'to gather information, on the

_ basis of which the ,MiniStry would establish a policy,for
the .possible introduction of microcomputers into the
schools of

The Apple II was chosen for the project for a number:
of reasons. A major concern in the selection process was,
the availability of courseware. In addition to a number of
other good sources, MECC was using the Apple II and hdd

. developed an extensive library Of educational programs
which they offered to make available to Es.q. along with
written materials which have proveT,to be of invaluable

5
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assistance tar edUcators ip the province.

/n addition, the',Apple-IL could display material in a
wide range of-Colours on standard TV screens or on colour
'video monitors.' At that time, neither the TRS-80 nor the

-%...(BLET offered colour capabilities. The Apple II also could
be programmed.in both high and.low resolution graphics; its
modular construction in high impact' resistant plastic made
it light .weight and easily transportable; it offered-an

-RS232 interface' so that it could be used as a 'terminal foe
. $uch networks as NATAL'74 and the CYBER, 70; firmware fdr,-.
the use of high level languages beyond BASIC was , .5'

available; the engineering design allowed for a wi 9 range
of peripheral input- output'devices such as a mic hone and
speakers for speech, and graphic& tablet, whic ould be
easily cgnnected and °readily used; and it 'cam Lth
excellenVmanuals to enable teachers to set up the
equipment and begin to learn to program.

.

. Although plans for a continuous dva'ivation of
available microcomputer technology wgie included in the
project plan, a recommendation that debause of the clear
'advantages and greater flexibility of the Apple TI,
arrangements should proceed to adtuire 100 mirocomputers
to explore the utilization-of computer assisted and manage4
instruction in B.C. schools in.a Pilot Project of a yeaf's
duration. , ,

The British Columbia Systems Corporati9n Was made
responsible for the acquisition and distribution of
microcomputer's' to the gchools; the Universities and
Colleges were togoe inv9,1ved in the in-service and training
aspects ofkthe project; the school districts were to submit
proposals as to how t4py. might utilize a specific number of
microcomputers; JEM Research was to provide overall support
and coordination forthe project and the facilties for
ongoing research, testing and evaluation of-hardware and
softwarevandthe Mipistry was providb the support of
theSurrikpluffi D9velepment 13Sanch, cost-shared funding with
likeLpilot:ildistricts on microcomputers and a selected list
of *Periphetals, and funding for JEM's participation in the °

. ,
4rtiji0t. A.

All invUation was extended by the Ministry of
Sducati,pfl-for school districts to tender for the use of a

,./

11.1jated Thuinber of machines (about 100)', for classroom ,use, 0

.1,, ;° .
.
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. in an 'exploratory and creative manner. The tendering!
process required a commitment from teachers in the form of
.a proposal as to how the microcompdters would be-used in
the district.

Fifty of the province's 75 school districts submitted
proposals and 12 districts were chosen as Pilot sites. In
making the selection the following aspects were considered:

. 1) the uses WIlich teachers or groups of teachers
planned for'the equipment, i.e. computer assisted
instruction including remediation; enrichment,
'tutorials, simulations, and arill and practice;
',computer managed instruction;, computer assisted
testing;. administration; computer literacy; and
computer science;

2) the contex t of the application, i.e, classroom, "1:

learning assistance centre, laboratory, resource
centre, library;

3), location i.e. urban and rural; and
,

t

4) ,level i.e. elementary', jdniOr secondary and
senior. secondary.

Although computer assisted inst uction was the use
preferred by the Ministry, the sele ion of Pilot sites was
made on the basisof a wide variet and range of
applications, contexts, locations and levels and with

;, regard to the,resources available ,to ensure the .

implementation of the district's proposal: The pilot
prolect'was to'be an exploration and the teachers were to
feel free to investigate the' capabilities and the
limitations of the microcomputer in education.

7 15'
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Directions fx Phase '1I- and Phase ILI

Pilot, participants\ and initial directions for the ,

Pilotsegment of the project were announced in March 1980
and Phase I was.complete. Its conclusion carried with it
recommendations for the continuation of the project' in two
Phases:

- Phase II would concentrate on the integration of
available courseware into the established curriculum,
and the development of quality courseware_ relevant to
the B.C. curriculum; and

Phase IIr,would be a continuation and an expansion of
Phase I activities and would provide field liaison;
continued esearch into hardware, software,
courseware, and applications; and an evaluation of the
project.

The goal of Phase II was to provide teachers with
support in augmenting the established' curriculum with /

microcomputer based materials. Curriculum support involved
three concurrent focuses of activity:

1. the integration of commercially available
courseware into'the established curriculum;

2. the encouragement of the development of
courseware relevant to the B.C. Curriculum; and

3. planning for.the long range int!gration of
curriculum-specific courseware into the learning
environment of the province.

Phase III was to consist of the following components:

L.' the testing aid evaluation of hardwdre and
software on a continuing basis,both in a lab and
a field setting.

2. the development and establishment of a procedure'
for evaluation to ensure consistency of standards

16



across all areas of curriculum.

e. 3. the definition and publication of courseware
development standards.

4. the bringing-tagether of the various agencies
able to offer in-service to the field.

5. field'sugport to provide reassurance, information
and technical assistance.

6. the continued support of the Project team as a
coordinating agency for the diStribution of
information concerning microtechnology and new
technology advancements to the'field.

7. the formative and.summative evaluation of the
Pilot Project.

9°
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A

Phases And III Project Support Adtivities

The Pilot teachers! involvement in Phase I aCtivities
began in the summer of 1980 with the, University of'Victoria.
and the U4mersity of British Columbia's,providing a one
week workth6p to familiarize Pilot participants, many of
whom had'never seen, a microcomputer, witb the Apple II.

, I

T in- service and training of eacbers in B.C. with
microcomputers was continues throug out the year with the
Universities and Colleges providin one day, evening and
weekend workshops for both-Pilot and non-pilot'school
districts. The University Extension division of9 the
University of Victoria has established a continuum of
skills which takes the workshop participant from an
intrpduction, to setting up and aintaining the hardware,
through purchasing, running, evacuating and integrating
commercially available courseware, and on to the,
development of programs using teacher aids, authoring.
languages, BASIC, and Pascal. They call upon the services
and the expertise of computer experts in the field, the
universities and the colleges, the dealers marketing
ettoational microcomputer products,.-and personnel from the
Project team. .

. .

a.

When the Apples arrived i the school°districts in
August, theoretically the teachers .were familiar with the
hardware-and had previewed and worked with many of the
educational pr9grams available on the_market at that time.

In addition, they received a 400 page Reference Manual
developed by the Project team to provide support for the
integration of,available courseware into the B.C.
curriculum. It was believed that in the first six months
of the. project teachers new to bidiocomputers would need
time to becoMe comfortable and confident with-the
technology and would primarily be using courseware
available from the commercial developers.

The Manual contained an introductory section to help
teachers set up the equipment and'to run a program; a guide
to selecting and purchasing courseware; an index of

10 18



approximately 500 programs divided into subject area and-
grade level; a section in which courseware catalogues were
reproduced; a number of checklists for evaluating programs
and applications; a courseware descriptors section which.
provided teachers with detailed descriptions of
approximately 150 programs; and guidelines for repOrting on
the project.'

It was anticipated that there would be a number Of
teachers already experienced with microcomputers who would
be developing courseware and that there vould be a need for
information on evaluating available programs.. To meet
these needs, the Reference Manual also contained a ,

"Standards' Guide for the DeVelopment of Courseware whidh
contained guidelines for the authoring of educational
programs..

Sypport services for the participating districts
continued throughout the year. The Projectteam-became an
information and coordination centre for the gathering and
sharing of information relating to the instructional use of
microcomputers. 'Micro-scope', a monthly publication,
acted as a vehPcle for an exchange of information and
featured regular articles on microcompdter applications in
education, on courseware evaluation and development, and on
the latest developments in hardwareand programming
utilities. Current journals -and magazines were researched
regularly and through bulletins and telephone
conversations, districts were kept informed ofnew
developments.

Members of the Project team visited pilot sites tp
monitor activities and provide support and information and
provided a troubleshooting and information service in
responding to calls and letters regarding hardware,,
courseware, and programming difficulties. Through
'Micro-scope' and field visits, a communications link among
districts was established, and a conference of
district coordinators facilitated this exchange.

Arrangements with ECC were finalized and all Pilot
districts received all 4vailable diskettes and
documentation. Bulk p rchase and the "right to copy"
'arrangements with oth r distributors were also

11 19



,investigated: Courseware was continuously evaluated and
the results 'were sent to_t.heyilpt didtrjcts and were

apubli'shed in 'Micro-scopel. 1In addition, whenever
possible, cpurseware was demonstrated on field visits to
the Pilot sites.

The Project team helped coordinate and partiCipated in
workshops throughout' the province, and planning for
'in-service activities and credit and non-credit courses to
,accomodate ch-anging needs continued in cooperation with the
colleges, Ilniversitiesoand school distr-icts.

O r
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A

Phase II RToject Support Activitiel

.

Phase,II of the project ran concurrent with Phases I
and III.'The purpose of Phase II was the i ation of
commercially available courseware into the urricdlum
and-the support of courseware development or in the
province. The Project team's work in-Ibis ar was closely
monitored and:supported by specialist6 from the Ministry of
Edueation's Curriculum Development Branch:

r

In order to facilitate the integration of courseware,
into the B.C. curriculum, members of the Project team
located and assigned to Subject area and grade level
approximately 1,000 educational programs for the Apple II.
The first index was published in Vol me I of.the-Referencq
Manual and a computerized indeg; usi 'Ag the Apple II, was
kept up to date,at all times. A second revised edition of
Volume I was published in July' 19811

.

The iecond.sAkage in, the of courseware was
.

the'evaluation orburrently avai able-programs-.2 The
P-ro- ject; tea Development_Branch

/

developed an evaluation instrument which wou0Npermit lr'"--*--
curriculum selection committees toevaluateMiCrocothputer
materials with reference to their educational value, their
relevance to the B.C. curriculum and the'effective use of
the microcomputer. Until the Ministry,had established a
policy concerning the use of microcomputers in the schools,

r of. B.C., the courseware which "survived' the materials
selection committees would be listed as "supplementary" to
the curriculum rather than "approved" or "authorized".,

a

At.tie same time, courseware descriptors were provided
for teachers' in the field through Volume I .of the Reference
Manual, throug regular bulletins, and throughthe monthly
publication, ' 'cro-spope'. ,In.addition, articles
suggesting ways in which microcomputers might be used in
specific subject area were included regularly to aid
teachers in integrating courseware into their,own programs.

In this manner, a "curriculum map" was developed which
provided the Curriculum Development Branch, members of the
Project team, and teachers in the field with information
regarding area's where courseware was available and where



O

there were gaps. `

Educational publishers were contacted with regard to
ar in the B.C. curriculum which might be augmented with

ocomputer materials, and where-there might be
rovements in the courseware they had already published;

and gaps were advertised to tke field. .
,

1
In order to facilitate the local 'development of

'curriculum specific ewar°e, the Ministry established a
Courseware Developmen Fun which provided "seed" money to
teachers who were interested in developing pfograms in
areas which were approved by the Ministry. Programs
developed through this Fund became the prop rty' Q e
Ministry of Education which owner] the rig, to distribu
the programs' within the province of B.C. 'though the
author retained distribution rights outside of the
pravince. ..)

f D

To assist teachers in authoring courseware,' a
"Standards' Guide for the Development of CourseWare" was
published in July of 1980 and a revised and expanded ,

version was published in Septeiber1981._

The "Standards'-fuide-dui-followed in March, 1981,
With Volume II of the Referende Manual. -Where Volume I
provided s ortlfor'th4 integrdtion of'commerciallli
available 'cou ware, Volume II Was puillished to provide
support in the d velopment of courseware.

. -

Volume II discuised vanced programming techniques in
BASIC; included a detailed sC 1ption of Pascal and how- it
can be used to develop course e;.pOvided a comparison
chart of Pascal and BASIC,;'gave an overview of assember
editors; described what to look foi,in an authoring
language and compared in detail a.numper of available
languages; and offered an evaluation of five.microcomputer
systems as compared against,a set of hardware criteria.

Under the direction of the Curriculum Development
Branch, the Project team developed a number of exemplary
programs which'were used to demonstrate development .

kEtandards and which filled specific courseware gaps_ in the
B.C. curriculum. These were used to test a procedure for.
fully integrating courseware into the eStablishedl
cuOVUlum.



Pro ect Evaluation

The Project team's activities during the past two
years represented the Ministry of Education's carefully
planned investigation into the,potential usefulness of
microcomputers in education. The information gathered
would be the basis for a decision on the procedures,
policies and support services which would need to'be
established if the Ministry were to support the widespread
introduction of.ticrocomputers into the schools of B.C.

./

Formative Evaluation

Purpose of Evaluation

It was felt that halfway through the Pilot project,
teachers and coordihatcrs were-lh the position of having
enough information and experience to be able to provide the
Ministry with some tentative answers to the questions posed
at the beginning of the Study.

'Further, it would provide 'the Project team with
information on the status of pretent support services
described above. It was intended'that the survey indicate
where services were adequate, where\they needed
augmentation or redirection, and where activities could be
de-emphasized.

The inthmation thus obtained provided valuable
Assistance in planning future directions and activities in
support of the Pilot and the_ future use of M4crocbmput r
technology in education.
% \

' Method

In December, 1980 each Pilot district was sen a
questionnaire with a request that each teacher involved, in
the Pilot study fill in a form. The majority of t e
question's requested specific information, but a n mber \:\
invited teachers and coordinators to express the 'r opinib,riS\
on future directions for the support of microcom uters in \

4
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education in the province
-:-

As a follow -up, each district was visitedfor on-site
observations and to interview participating students,
teacher's, and coordinators.

Results

The formative evaluation provided an earIy*indicatiOn
of successes and failures, of frustrations ankl . (

accomplishMents. It was evident that educators in B.C.
.were highly enthusiastic, but were very realistic.in'
identifying areas Of major concern that they felt needed to
be addressed by the Ministry to ensure the successful
widespread introduction of microcomputers into the, schools
of the province:

1. The single most critical issue in the use of
microcomputers in the schools of B.C. was the acquisition,
development, and sharing of quality CAI materials relevant
to the B.C. curriculum. Educators identified specific
concerns and documented the following rieeds:.

a)

b)

the evaluation and description of
commercially available courseware with

*. ,
reference to its quality and relehence
to the B.C. curriculum;

the docutheneing of areas where
"authorized"-commercial courseware
correlates with specific areas and
levels of the B.C. curriculum;

- c) the negotiating of bulk purchasing
arrangements and the right to copy
exemplary courseware;

d) the establighment of a delivery system
for making courseware available to the
field;

16



e) the documenting of specific areas and
levels where courseware is lacking;

f) the continued support of an organization
dedicated to the coordination of the'
development of a sufficient quantity of
quality courseware employing the
expertise of subject area and computer \

specialists, and the resources of the
Curriculum Development Branch;

g)

h)

the evaluation and disttibution of
locally developed courseware; And

support, either through, releage/time or
financial assistancqn to teachers or
districts working o4 the-development of
courseware.

4,,

2. A second major °concern was that them established
\an information network to connect all educatb s using
computers to a central = source where informati n could be
collected and disseminated: . .

3. Educatorg felt that the-Ministry, the lieges, and
the universities must congiue tR'gupp4,t,in is
training to provide for 64"different levelS of interest,
expertise; and experience of educatorawithin,the province.

4. The Pilot districts also believed that it was
essential that.the 'Ministry continue to provide.assistance
for hardware and peripheral purchase, and to provide
assistance both at the district and Ministry-level for a
coordinator responsible for computer programs within the. .

districts.
4



\ Summative

Methodolocw

I

5ummative Evaluation

The PrOject team sought extOrnal assistance from B.C.
Research in conducting the summative evaluation. Two
questionnaires were generated (Appendix 1) fordistribution
to Pilot study coordinators an teachers.

, The questionnaires were reviewed and approVed by the
PRC, a project review committee established by the' Planning
Centre in the Ministry of Educationt'in April. They were
mailed to the 12 Pilot coordinators and 200 participating
pilot teachers in early ,May. All coordinators responded to
their questionnaire, and, a 60.3% rate of response was
received from the teacher population. It should be noted
that the 60.3% rate of response was the.perbentage of
returned questionnaires fiord an estimated total that were
mailed' out (53). The rate of.response was -better from
urban districts posibly reflecting either a poor estimate
of the number of teachers involved in the rural districts,
or a deficiency in cbInnkunicating with rural districts.

.

However, no district waA unrepresented in the body of
ti teacher rOponses. (On some of the figures_and tables, the

total number of coordinator responses will not total twelve
nor will the percentage of teachers total one hundred due-
to theirDomission of that particular item.)

N.
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Results

The two populations surveyed can be profiled according
._.to:, 1) the use of the microcomputers, 2) .prdparedness, 3Y

.0. rkopinions, and 4) perceived needs.
1 ' .,.?..-.,

d

The lag 9,1 the Microcomputers

Figures 1-4 and Tples 1-5 provide. data relative to. .

the overall u (Of the microcomputers by the pilot study'
teachers and c brdinators. n--

The. teacher population generally had access to an
average of 4.0 microcomputers at the senior secondary
level, 4.4 at the junior secondary levell4A0 at the 4.
intermediate level, and 2.4 at the primary level (54).
From these results, it can be safely assumed that the
information.gathered reflected the experiences and opinions'
of the full range of teachers from R=12. .

However, althpugh teachets from all grade levels'were
A

represented, almoft half of the 100 ticrocomputers in6the
`profit were used'at the intermediate level with only 9%,,
used at'the primary level. A factor that colkid possibly
account for thie heavy use ab,thsbinteunediate th

f availability of CAI materials at ;this levef. Oat ago,
'when the pilot proposals were designed, very_fewiprograms

. for primary 'students were available and this, combined' with
primdry students.' lack of familiairity with a keyboard and

. their lack of experience in working independently, probably
accounts for the low percentage of use at the primary

.
.

While only 4%4% of the pilot teachers had access:to v,--

the microcomputers for less than a week, 64% had access for
six months or more (-Figure 1). This suggests that the

'majority of .the participating 'teachers. had adequate .' 5.

opportunity to explore the instructional potential of the
microcomputer and axecover sufficiently from the

4 Hawthorne effect to be:able to provide a fairly objective
assessment Of the microcomputer's impact on the,learning

.. environment.

.

a"

. 27 '-t
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The twelve pilot district coordinators had
responsibility for an average of nine schools with access
to 11.5 microcomputers.

Cross tabulation 'anal is reveals that at the
-elementary level, almost 1 microcomputers were located in
classrooms or libraries with the majority being located in r

the regblar classroom. This location would appear to be
consistent with further findings of this project that the
m &jor use at the elementary l4vel was CAI, most frequently
ofthe'drill-and practice type, in the basic skills areas
of mathematics, language arts, social studies, and science,
with regular students.

At the secondary level where the microcomputer was
j

used most frequently in physics and computer science,,the
microcomputer locations were split evenly between
classrooms and computer labs (Figure 2). .

.4 When asked to give their oBinion,on what they believed
to be the most important tse of the microcomputer (on a
scale" of 1-4 with 1 being the most/ important use) j the
responding teachers indicated thit they felt thae4reguldr
curricular augmentation was the most important use (1.77),
followed by administrative record keeping (2.75), teacher.
training 12.08), and courseware development (2.55);

_ In actual use, the microcomputer was used 64.4% of the
time to augment instruction, particularly at the elementary
level (Figure 3) (Table 1). However, as the grade level
increased so did the time-devotedoto using 'the
microcomputer to provide instruction not previously
available.--Indeed, the majority of senior secondary
students used the -microcomputers for that -purpose. For
example, in rural districts.where previously there was na
".access to computer facilities, the microcomputer was able

provide instruction in computer science that the
district'' had riot been able to offer prior to the' pilot
project. S

k

The microcomputer's ability ko provide instruction in
greas mhere -such instruct/On was not previously available -
dn 30% of cases - argues for its cost effectiveness in
broadening and equalizing educational opportunities for,

20
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rural and disadvantaged students.

The microcomputer wasgibed to replace traditional
instruction in only 1.1% of cases. This _small percentage
is probably due to the tajority of the available courseware
being whatis termed by Chambers "adjunct" courseware,
designed to augment rather than replace traditional
instruction. It might also suggest that teachers' fears
that the computef will replace them in the classroom appear
to be unfounded. RAher, it confirms the of the

a1computer as a tool to assist the teacher.

The secon major use for the,computer was for .

courseware development (17 %) , followed.by teacher training
(8 %) , ancLadministfative record keeping (2%) . This order
of uses was perhaps influenced by the Miniptry's
announcement that they preferred districts to use the
microcomputers for, creative and inndvative applications
rather than for administration.purpOses.

e
,

g'"'
. .

.

It is interesting to speculatep, the reasons why thie
microcomputers4ere used only 17% of the time' for
courseware,development'although teacherS identified it as

* an important use of the microccaputer..
I,, __,._ -. ---

There are a number of factors that mighbvatiount for
this:

1. Time. In the formative evaluation teachers requested,
'financial assistance and release time to upgrade their
skills and develop courseware.

Access lg. Microcomputers The limited access teachers
had to the microcomputers was considered to be 'a*major
impediment to the teachers meeting their objectives. If
the computers were used 64.4% of the titeto augment,
instruction, little microcomputer time was available, for
courseware development.

.
3. Incentives The courseware development'fund which was
td provide, the incentive for B.C. specific courseware was
the least used suppoit service in the protect'.
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4. Experience The senior secondary teachers,'50% of whom
, had preYious computer experience as compared to 6% for
primary teachers, used the microcomputers 31.2% of the time
for -courseware development..%Over one third of the pilot
teachers had had no computer experience or training prior
to theirvparticipation in the pilot..

.

5. Interest Ninety -five percent of the teachers and'all
of the cbdrdinatOrs were highly enthusiastic about a -
continued involvement with 'microcomputers in education
(Figures 17 and 18), and the majority of the participants
requested future in-service training in topics relevant to
courseware-development (Table 16)..

6. Availability:2f Commercial Material It is interesting
to note that the intermediate teachers who used the
microcomputer for CAI themost ()possibly because of the
quantity of courseware available at this level), used the
microcomputer, the least for courseware development,
suggesting perhaps that when courseware is available
commercially, teaChers'do not feel the need to develop
courseware.

It appears that lack of access to the microcomputers,
lack of time to develop. courseware, and lack of experience
'were the major factois in the low emphasis on Courseware
development among the 'participating teachers. It is .

interesting to note that the financial incentive. of the
courseware development funedid not_promote courseware
development:in the province.

Any such speculation as to the reasons,yhy teachers
.spent so little time in developing courseware is crucial to
the future of the instructional uses of microcomputers
since it is generally agreed that the lack of a sufficient
quantity of good courseware has been'a major, impediment in
the widespread proliferation-of CAI.

In addition, the summative evaluation,: -found 'that at-
,

the,primary., intermediate, and junior secondary levels, the
subject area in which the computer was used most often was
in mathematics. The second major use was in language arts
followed by social studies and science. At the senior ,

secondary level, the major subject area for microcomputer

22
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use was-in physics followedloy comput' science, chemistry,
business education and'data processing (Tables 2 & 3).

The use of CAI in these subject areas is consistent
with the availability .of courseware in these areas and
perhaps also reflects the schools' concern with augmenting
instruction in the basic skills areas.

CAI used with regular students in over two thirds

441W

of the cases except at the junior secondary level when it
was used' for regular students 47.2%-of the time and for
remedial students 23.9%.

. .

, r
,The use of the microcomputer approximately ne quarter

of the time at_the junior'secondary level to provide

i

remediation'suggests that the.microcomputer's demnstrated
ability to'provid6 patient, individualized drill nd
practice was taken advantage-of to remediate junior
secondary students in basit'skills areas.. This may
indicate that junior secondary tqachers were able t
provide remediation which they might not have been'Leto
offer without the assistance of the microcomputer as an
.instructional tool.

I

. At the'primary, intermediate, and junior secondary
level, the major emphasis in- microcomputer applications was
in ,drill and practice followed by educational. games. At ,

the senior secondary level, theemphasis shifted to problem
solving_followed by' drill and practice and tutorial
applications (Table 4).

Again," the emphasis in 'applications probably was
dictated by the availability of courseware and also by the
nature ofinstruttion at that level. Elementary schools
generally. .spend a considerable amount of time in providing
drill and practice on skills and concepts introduced by the
teacher. Certainly,"the majority of CAI programs on the
market at the elementary level are drill and practice,
,programs in the,basic skilit'areas.

. At the setOndary level, many of' the programs on the
market providedemonstrations, Simulate laboratory
situations or manipulate data that has been entered by the
student. The emphasis at the secondaty level n problem



N

problem solving in instruction and the availability of
programs whicWcan be used in problem solving likely
account Tor-the emphasis on this CAI application at_the_
senior secondary level.

. Across all levels, the computer was used 64% of the
time for regular students, 15% for remedial students, 10%
for the gifted, and the remainder of the .time for the
Physically disabled and the emotionally disturbed (Table
5) .

4 Although some researchers have argued that the best'
use of the microcomputer is to provide instruction for
students disadvantaged in the regular learning environment,
the majority of the participating teachers in the pilot
project used the microcomputer in their regular classroom,
to augment the tradi

ol
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USE OFD' MICROCOMPUTERS
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TABLE 1

SCHOOL USE OF MICROCOMPUTERS

PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS MATRIXED 'ACCORDING TO USE AND
SCHOOL LEVEL

Primary Intermediate -Jr-. Sec. Sr. 'Sec.

Admin..Record
Keeping

CAL
.

Teacher, ,Training

Courseware
Development

0.0

54.3

10.3

10.0

, 0.5

76.5 .

6.4

8.9

_
:--

/0

2.2

51.5

10.5

20.6

1

2.8

60.9

9.6

.d,3
1.2

a

2--sr: 35
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TABLE 2
b

o ,

PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS -ACCORDING TO GRADE LEVEL
AND SUBJECT AREA

Elementary was used when the grades listed
intermediate. -Secondary was used when the
junior and senior secondary.

ELEM. PRI. INTE

spanned primary and
grades listed spanned

\.

SEC. JRSEC.* SRSEC.

Art - 0.9 0.9 *.°-.2.6 1.7

Business Education .0.9 1,7 5.1 2.6

Chemistry 0.9 0.1 . -0.9 2.6

Computer Science 0.9 8.5 '3.4 8.5 4.3
.

Data Processing 2.6 1.7 0'.9 2.6

English
f

0.9 0.9 10.3 0.9 8.5-

Foreign Languages 3.4 1.7

Industrial Arts it
....

0.9 0.9

Language Arts 5.1 5.1 17.9 2.6

"b Mathematics 11.1 7.7 29.1, 5.1 18.8 3.4

Music- 0.9 10.3 k 0.9 1.7 0.9
---

Physics -- 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 5.1
----

-,__,,,

'2.6Science -- -__2 6 0.'9 15.4 6.-0 0.9

Social Studies, 3.4 -12-* 17.9 0.9 7.7
-------: .41
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TABLE 3 .

PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS ACCORDING TO INSTRUCTIONAL
\ USE AND SUBJECT. AREA

Art 2.6' 2.6 5.1

Business Eduction 7.7 3.4 . 4.3e 6.8

Chemistry 2.6 2.6 4.3 1.7

Computer Science 9.4 3.4 7.7 20.5

Data Processing 4.3 0.9 6.0

English 11.1 10.3- 8.5 2.6

Foreign Languages 1.T 1.7 4.3 0.9

Industrial Arts 0.9 0.9

Language Arts 18.8 12.0 17.9 10.3

Mathematics 51.3 41.0 44.4 30.8

Music . 6.8 12;0 5.1

Physics 6.0 0.9 6.0 1.7

Science 16.2 3.4 23.9 6.0

Social Studies 19.7. 7.7 19.7 6.8

Regular Remedial Enrichment Computer
Literacy

_. 37
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TABLE 4

PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS ACCORDING TO APPLICATION
AND SCHOOL LEVEL

Primary Inter- Jr.Sec. Sr.Sec.
mediate ,

Cfassroom Management, - 0.2 3.5 5.2 1.8

Worksheet Generation 0.1 1.1 3.2 2.3

Drill and Practice 40.0 34.6 30.8 19..3

\
\ Simulation 1.4 11.4 6.4 8.9

\ .

Tutorial' 6.7 8.3 5.2 11-.2

Educational Games 20.00 22.5 16.0 7.0

roblem Solving 13.3 7.7 9.0 33.6
.

Te ting 2.4 4.2 2.4 r.9

4 TABLE 5

PERCENTAGi OF TEACHERS ACCORDING TO TYPE OF
STUDENT AND spool, LEVEL

Primary Inter- eJk.Sec.
mediate

.

Regular 75.7 68.3 47.8

Remedial 8.9 12.0 23.9 14.1
e

Gifted 5.6 9.e 11.6

Handicapped 0.0 2.4 5.0

38
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Preparedness gi Pilot Participants

Thirty-seven percent of the responding teachers and 1
of the 12 coordinators reported having had no previous
experience prior to their involvement in the pilot project
(Table 6).

.0*

ApprOximately one fi th\of the responding participants
had taken university or college computer courses or had
previous computer experience '.(Table 7). The higher the_
grade level, the greaier percentage of teachers had had
prior experience with computers. .This ranged from 50% of
senior secoffdary.tgachers to.6Cof primary teachers.

Teachers estimated their computer literacy level at
2.7 (on a 5 point scale with 1 being the lowest), whereas
coordinators estimated that they had a computer literacy
level of 3.4 (Figures 5 & 6). Secondary teachers,
reflecting their prior experience with computers, rated
their computer literacy higher than did elementary
teachers.

Over 65% of the teachers and 10 of the 12 coordinators
felt that during the course Of the year. they had been
self=trained (Table 7)., 4'

After an initial jointly sponsored workshop invOlving
personnel from.the Ministry and the. Universities in May, '2
the participating Pilot districts were responsible for
organizing i-service training foi their own teachers.
Table 7 indicates that 54.5% of the responding.teachers and
6 of the 12 coordinators participated in local, district
sponsored in-services. The coordinators generally were
responsiblikfor the organization of district in-service
off,erings.

In their "self-training," coordinatord and teachers
differed in what they found to be useful support services
(Tables 8 & 9)..

The Project team/Ministry personnel, .the monthly
publiction, "Micro-scope," compUter journals and

, #
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magazines,, and the Apple Manual were identified as being
"very helpful" by the majority of the coordinators. (Table
8) .

The eference Manuals, Volumes I and II, the Project
team bulletins( hardware and'courseware evaluations and
demonstrations, the MECC materials, the Demo diskette, the
university based workshops and the Apple Manual were judged
to be-"moderately helpful" to the-majority of the
coordinators. Nine of the 12 coordinators did not make use
of ,the courseware development fund-and '6 of the 12 did not
make use of any of the computer organizations or
associations within the province.

The majority of the teachers, on the'other hand, did
not use any of the items or the services except their local
district personnel, the Apple Manual, and -'a demonstration
diskette of programs.

It is significant to note that over 65%of the
teachers and 10 of the 12 coordinators felt that they had
been "self-trained". This would seem to indicate that
either` the majority of participants preferred this
apprOach,-or that they had been forced through
circumstances to learn on their own. As 60% of the
teachers and8 of the'.12 coordinators felt that their pre-
and in-service training had been inadequate-oronly
partially addOate (Figures 7 & 8), it,appearsihat.a quite
a number of the participants felt that more provision, for
pre- and in-service training-should have been made.
However, it is .evident that the districts took on the
responsibility for providing workshops and the 4"

participating teachers took advantage of whatever
opportunities were available to increase their knowledge
°and experience in this area (Tables 6 & 7).

Subjective unsoliskted comments on the questionnaire
form inGlicated that, teachers felt that it was their
pre-:service training before the pilot that had been
inadequate in preparing them for their participation in
pilot. The teachers who felt that they were using thecpilot
yean to explore the potential- of the microcomputerjn\an
educational setting appeared to be less concerned abo4t.the
inadequacy.of their pre-service training

26 40
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It is' significant too note that the Ministry's
commitment to .provide field support for the participating
districts. through a central support agency appeared to have
been an effective and useful approach. As discussed
eailiek ih the report, the,central support agency was to .

provide field support through informatiod collection and
dissemination and through the coordination .of microcomputer
efforts' throughout the province.As was indicated in the
coordinators' identification of the support services that
were sed, the items and activities of the cehtral support
agency were ,identified as moderately 'or very, helpful by the

.majority of the:coordinators.

.

This isalso an indication that the type of support
services that the Project teaeprovided- were what were-
needed by the coordinators, i.e., a central'agency to
provide information on computer activities and applications
throughout,the province, to put peogq,e in touch with-others
who share similar interests and conderns, to purohate and
evaluate hardware and courseware and to share this
informatibn with the field; and to act as a coordinating
agency between the-field and the Ministry.

"-"k-

However, very few of the services and vety little of
the information Provided,bythe Project team wereindicated

-es being used by the participating teachers'. This would
appear-to indicgte that the type of information'that was
provided to ethe coordinators wash not of interest to the :'
teachers, 'that the- information was not telAyed from ,the.
coordinators tb.the teachers; or that*the information
reached the 'teachers but.not,in original form.

Eleven of the 12 *coordinators were performing their'
*computet coordinating dutibs over and above their regular
-duties in-the district. On the average, each coordinator
was responsible for 9 schools. In the interviews for the
formative evaluation,' coordinators repeatedly complaifte
About the lack of time to fulfill tbeir obligations. is
reasonable., therefore, to assume that part-of the r son
Ohy the teachers did not use some of. the items orsupport
services was because the coordinator simply did not have
enough time to ensure that all the information was relayed
to the teachers in the schools.

It is also very likely that the Coordinators shared
the- information with the.teachers but thitthe teachers

2741
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werb not aware thathe information was coming from the
source listed on the project evaluation questionnaire.
This interpretation would appear to be confirmed by the
fact that over 80% of the teachers indicated finding their
local district' personnel moderately or very helpful.

0

The teOlers and the coordinators' use of the services
,available to them seems 'to indicate that it e-noe
reasonable.to expect teachers individually t, use the
resources of a centrally located'sUpPort/agency, but it is
reasonable tnd.effective for them to use a resource within

6 their district; Similarly, it would appear that a district
'coord inate will use a central agency and will be viewed as
lelPful and useful-by,the computer usingteachers within
the,district. Hbwever, it is evident that for this type of
delivery system to work effectively, the communication
between the central agency and the coordinator and between
the coordinator and the teachers must be guarantdedly
ensuring that all the participants have sufficient time and
resources to take advantage of the system.

-It isinteresting to note that both the coordinators
an0 Ole teachers identified the Apple Mapual as a
significant resource in their "self-training." As one of
the reasons.why the Apple was chosen for the pilot was the
clarity of 'the manual for the new user, the Ministry's
choice of the APPle appears to be justified in this
respect.

4,2
a8.
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TABLE 6

PRESERVICE TRAINING

% of teachers # of coordinators
0,

None

Previous computer experience

University or College
computer course

37.4

18.3

21.7

1

5

5

U.B.C. Summer Seminar 17.4 5

U. Vic. Apple workshop 11.3 1

District sponsored workshop 25.2 4

Other 7.0 2

TABLE 7

IN-SERVICE TRAINING

% of teachers # of coordinators

Ministry sponsored
in-services

9.8 6

District sponsored
in-services

54.5 6

Colleague assistance 54.5- 6

Self training 10

Other 9.8 2

45_
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TABLE 8

SCHEDULE OF COORDINATORS' USE OF SUPPORT SERVICES
as

Not.
Used

Not
Helpful
At All

Moderately
Helpful

Very
Helpful

The Complete Reference,
1 0 10 1Manual for the

InstruCtional Use of
Microcomputers

JEM Reference Manual
3 0 6Volume II

The JEM -Demo Diskette-
2 1 6 3

JEM Bulletins
0 4

MICROSCOPE
0 5 7

.

Related journals or
magazines 1 5 6

JEM courseware evalua-
ti,ons 0- 0- 7 5

,Apple manual
0 .0 6 6

,

MECC courseware 1 0 6 5
0

Courseware demonstration 2 0 8 2
,

..,

Courseware Development 9 1 1 1
Fund

Local district personnel ,3 0-1'

JEM Research Team/ 0 0
Ministry personnel

Other organizations or 6 A

associations ___.(please
specify) ,

*0 4
:,

2

University-based work- 3
shops

0 6 3

District-:based workshop 3 0° 5

Other (please specify)- 11 0 .4 1 0

46
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TABLE 9

A A

SCHEDULE OF TEACHERS' USEOF SUPPORT SERVICES

Not Not Moderately, Very
Used Helpful Helpful Helpful

At All

The Complete'Reference 41.0 2.9 42.9
Manul for the
Instructional Use of
Microcomputers

JEM Reference Manual 50.5 4.0 40.4
Volume II

The JEM Demo Diskette 22.8 5.9 47.5

JEM Bulletins - 51.0 7.1 33.7

MICROSCOPE 45.6 7.8 37.9

Related journals or. 19.0
magazines

6.0 33.0

JEM courseware evalua-
tions 48.5 14.1 27.3

:Apple Manual 9.1 0.9 34.5

MECC courseware 32.0 5.0 38.0

'Courseware demonstration30.7 5.0 ;41.6

Courseware Development 81.9 2.1 7.4Fund .

4,.

Local District Personnek13,8 .7 35.8

JEM Research Teap/ .

Ministry-personnel 58.6 4%0 32.3

Other Organizations or 83.1
associations (please
specify)

6.8

University-based work-
.-

shops
58.9 1.1 24.4District-based workshop 33.3 4.0 37.4

Other (please. specify) 64.0 4.0

F.
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13.3

5.1

23.8

8.2

8.7

12.0

10.1
55.5

25.0

22.8

8.5

6.8

% 5.1

10.2

5.6
25.3
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Subjective FindiRga

9pinions

Recommended

1

Consistent with how the microcomputers were used in
the pilot study are the opinions of respondents relative to
the micrbcomputers desired utility.

As discussed earlier in this report, all of the
coordinators and the majority of the teachers ranked, CAI as
the most important use of the microcomputer, with
,courseware development ranking second in importance
followed by teacher training and administrative record
keeping (Table-10). Although teachers felt that courseware
development was an important use of the microcomputer, in
actual fact, it was used only 17% of the time ,for this
purpose.

Half the teachers felt that the best location for the
IP microcomputer was in the regular classroom while 36% felt

that they should be placed in a computer lab (Table 11).

kmajority of the coordinators and teachers
recommended that microcomputers be introduced at the
primary level. None felt that they shotild be introduced at
the senior secondary level 'although tsme senior secondary
teachers felt that microcomputers should enter the school
system at the junior secondary level (Figures 9 & 10).

Approximately 50% of the teachers indicated that they
preferred that the microcomputer 14,e introduced into the
school system as quickly as possible (Figure 1).
Thirty-seven percent wanted to see a gradual introduction
of, the technology,. and 15% indicated that they wanted to
see more thought given to the question.

T coordinators were more cautious. Seven of the 12
indicated tha thought microcomputers should be
introduced into the -..ls gradually (Figure 12);

.

a,
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Unsolicited.comments on this item of the questionnaire
repeatedly emphasized that the respondents wanted to see'
microcomputers introduced.into_the schools, but only if
.supported and accompanied by solid, continuous pre-..and,
in-service training.

The teachers were'evenly-split in their opinion as to
hether the microcomputer provided instruction that was
1 ss effective than, as effective adlor better than
traditional instruction (Figure 13. The cautious
ackndwledgement by the majority of the teachers that they
felt that using the microcomputer provided instruction that
was as good as or better than traditional instruction is
consistent with the literature which generally agrees that
in some learning situations, instruction with theacomputer
is more effective than with traditional instruction (Figure
14). a

Almost all of the coordinators and all of the teachers
judged student-motivation to be as good as or better with
the microcomputer than with traditional instruction. Over
90% felt that..;student _a_c. devement was as good as or better.
They appeared to have mixed feelings about the
microcomputer's cost-effectiveness (57), but the majority ,

were of ,:the opinion that the microcomputer was less
effectiye in the type of course offered,JTable 12).

All of the coordinators and 92 % of the teachers
believed that the quality of in uction was enhanced by,
the use of the microcomputers; pall of the coordinato'r's and
94.1% of the teachers felt thatthe quality of student
learning was similarly enhanced.

From the information included'in subjective comments
on the effectivenes6 items of the questionnaire, it appears
that teachers felt that the motivation provided by the
colour and the visual displays; the involvement encouraged
by the interactive capabilities of the, microcomputer; the
immediate corrective feedback; the branching capabilities;

' the ability to provide for different levels and paces of
instruction; and the carefully sequenced-instructional
design were some of'the features identified-by teachers as
enhancing instruction. They indicated that the
microcomputer, while demanding a high degree of
concentation, challenged and-motivated stUdents,at all
levels,' interest and ability. One teacher pointed out

'4105reek.
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that using the computer gave students a new area to fe 1
confident about while others .=indicated that it had free
them from mundane and time-consuming tasks. A number of
eacher6 pointed out that the microcomputer was obviousl
effective in teaching such courses as computer science.

However,,a number of teachers gave reasons why they
felt that the mic ;ocomputer was less effective than
traditional instruction. Thdy mentioned that young
students cannot be relied upon to work independently with
the microcomputer; that the all important give and take
between the teacher and student in question and answer
sessions is*lost; that most of the courseware that they

broted to u-se---w-ae of an unacceptable quality; that
programs were too inflexible in design; and that using the
microcomputer took more time and trouble than it was worth.

On this item, teachers over and over again emp asized
that the microcomputer was at'its best when, used as an aid
to instruction and not as a substitute to traditional
instruction.

The majority of senior secondary teachers reported
courses which used the microcomputer to. be as good as or
better than traditional methods, probably reflecting'the
microcomputer's use at this-ievel as an aid in the teaching

la:of,computer science, text editing, data processing, and in
science labs where the microcomputer was used to provide
demonStritione'and simulations. There was lesssatisfaction-
for intermediate and junior secondary than for'primary
teachers who; perhaps, had fewer expectations both for the
microcomputer and for the students' use of it.

c

All of the coordinators and the majority of the
teachers felt that students were either enthusiastic or
highly enthusiastic in their support for microcomputer

`1

instruction and use (Figures 15 & 16). Similarly, all of
the coordinators and 95,6% of thb teachers indicated that
they were either interested or very interested in continued
involvement with the use oflmicrocomputers for
instructional purposes (Figures 17 & 18). Both
coordinators and teachers agreed th4 in the majority of
cases, parents were either enthusia4ic or very
enthusiastic toward microcomputers ijn the schools (Figures

si
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In summary, ii,was recommended by the participating
teachers and-coordiri tors that the microcomputee4be
introduced into the chool system at all levels to enhance
and support traditio al instruction where appropriate and
cost effective, and at the introduction of the
microcomputers be accompanied by solid in-service and field
support.

00

/A
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TABLE 10

AVERAGE RANK OF IMPORTANCE

A 'number 1 indicated the most important, number 4 least
important. The first column represents the average teacher
ranking, the second the average coordinator tanking.

Primary Inter-
mediate

Jr.Sec. Sr.Sec.

Admin. Record Keeping 3.1 3.5 2.9 3.4 2.6 3.2 244 3.

CA-L' 2.0 1.0 1.5 1.0 1.8 1.0 1.8 1.

Teacher Training 2.8 2.7 2.7 2.8 2.5 3.0 2.7 3.

Courseware Development 3.0 3.1 2.7 3.1 2.4 2.7 2.1 2.

TABLE 11

BEST LOCATION FOR MICROCOMPUTERS

% of teachers

Regular classroom 52,8

Special computer lab. 36.8

Library 4.7

Resource Center 4.7

Other 6.9

52
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RATE MICROCOMPUTERS SHOULD BE INTRODUCED
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TABLE 12 0,,,
-

INSTRUCTIONAL USE OF MICROCOMPUTERS'1.7S. TRADITIONAL INSTRUCTION
*1.

The first column represents the % of teachers; the second the
number of coordinators.

Less effective As good , Better

'Cost effectiveness, 4546% 3 35.6% 5 1819% 0,

Student motivation 1.9% 0 27.1% 0 71.0% 8

Ease of use , 24.0% 2 51.0% 5 25.0% 0

- Student achievement 8.4% '0 58.9% 4 S2.6% 4

Type of 'courses 58.5% .1 26.6% 3 14.9% 4

offered
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OWN INTEREST IN CONTINUED INVOLVEMENT WITH MICROCOMPUTERS
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Subjective

Opinions

Perceived Needs C.

All.of the coordinators and 72.4% of the pilot
teachers felt satisfied or, very satisfied with the pilot
project (Figures 20 & 21).Nine of the 12.coordinators felt
'that they had met their origirial objectives for the
project, but 57.9% of the teachers believed that they had
met their objectives only to a limited extent, and only a
third of them felt that they had "mostly" met their
objectives (Figures t2 & 23):. Although districts were
generally encouraged to comply with their original proposal'
objectives, half of the teaches and half of the
coordinators indicated that their original objectives had
changed (Figures 24 & 25).,However, only half of the
teachers and 4 of the 12 coordinators felt that they,had
been able to meet their new objectives (Figures 26 & 27),
suggesting that unrealistic, original objectives were only
part of the reason for whatever dissatigaction was felt.

;t,

0 .

Approximately half of the pa4iticipating teachersand 8
of the 12 coordinators.identified the limited availability ill

of microcomputer*,as_an'impediment td their reaching their
objectives. The tack -of availability of microcomputers
obviously is a matter that can only be addressed by funding
either at the district,or Minibtry leVel, but it is
interesting to note that contrary to fears that the
microcomputer will go the way of educatio a teleVision, it
appears that' there was"too heavy a demand or the machines
that were available. -7-4.

P.

The second ffajOr,i4pedimentsidentified by 9 of the
coordinators and 47.3% of theltewaers was the lack of
courseware. Teachers,were not asked to indicate whether
this was from 41 lack of fundirio to purchase coursewareor
from a ladk of good, relevant courseware to purchase, 0,ut
interviews with teachers and - coordinators for the fofmdtive
evaluation indicated that both 'funding and good courseware
were lacking.

The evidence that approximately 60% of.the teachers
and 8 of the 12 coordinators felt that their pre- and
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in-service training had been inadequate or only ptaaially
adequate suggests another of the reasons for the
dissatisfaction that approximately 30% of th teachers and
3 of the 12 coordinators felt with the projec ; Subjective
comments by teachers indicated that many had begun_the
project with unrealistic objectives based on their lack of
kndwledge and understanding about the capabilities and
limitations of the microcomputer. One third'df the
teachers hadhad no previous experience with computers, and
42% indicated that inadequate preparation contributed to
the difficulties.they felt in reaching their objectives

i (Table 13). A quarter of them also cited insufficient
in-service opportunities as a contributing factor.

Only 2 of the' 12 coordinators, however, felt that
lack of preparedness was a factor although the majority did.
feel that there had been inadequate pre- and in-service
training. The coordinators, although recognizing the need
for training, had judged themselves to be fairly computer
literate and this may account for their not identifying
preparedness as a factor in their not having reached their
original objectives.
..-

Because of the arrangements with the cen al hardware'sit
purchaser, pilot districts were obliged to'. serid their i

.

microcompdters to Victoria for service and maintenance.
One quarter of the teachers and one third of the
coordinators felt that this had been a problem and in their
interview an'd questionnaire comments, they suggested that

, in future,:arvicing should be arranged locally or
microcomputers with, service contracts should be purchasefi,
locally to avoid this problem. Generally, it was agreed,

-! however, that the Apple II had been very serviceable and
. 1 trouble free.

1

When asked to give an opinion as to which inservice
components should be emphasized to assure the effective
integration of microcomputer technology"into the schools,
both coordinators and teachers felt that the ma ,or emphasis
should be .on using teacher aids, .earning integer and
applesoft BASIC, and reviewing and running commercially
available materials. They also indicated that they felt
there should be some emphasis on computer -care and
maintenance, interfacing the microcomputer to vide?, and
using authoring languages (Table 14). A number of teachers,
indicated eion thr-questionnaire -forms that they thbug-ht it
was essential that in-service training provide assistance,

34
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to teachers ifi strategies for integrating the computer into
the. regular classroom and incorporating CAI programs into
the lesson plan and the established.curriculUm. It was also
pointed out that the list of choices should have included
programming in machine language and information on
operating systemd.

"The.coordinators and teachers' personal preferences
for inservice topics-reflected their own level of computer
Literacy and the emphasis they placed on inservice topics
as described above.

, Both teachers and coordinators expressed a personal
interest in pursuing further training in authoring

:.languages although neither of them indicated in the
previous item that they thought that this topic should
receive much emphasis. The coordinators expressed less
interest than the teachers in teacher aids and integer and
applesoft BASIC, but expressed more interest in authoring
languages, Pascal, and computer care and maintenance (Table-
15).

It is interesting to note-that teachers' requests for
'future inservice,represent the needs of a teacher
population that has had a go0 introduction to using the
microcomputer and is now ready to move on to more
'.challenging activities andtopics. For example, 40% of the
teachers did not want to spend time learning how to
assemble the components of wmicrocomputer system, but
almo 100% of them indicated that they wanted to learn
aut ring and, programming languages. Similarly, tile'
coo dinators, already judged to be et least reasonably
li erate, indicated an interest in such 'future' topics as
in erfacing the microcomputer to the videotape playet and r'",

1 rning Pascal.

Both coordinators and teachers preferred the
ins vice format of either occasional one day workOops or

..ja re ular prOgram throughput the year. The teachers also
felt that it was important to have access to an experienced

'consultant as needed (Table 16). Teachers commented, both
in the lormatiVe and the summative-evaluation, that it was
unreasonable for the achodls to expect teachers to become
computer literate on their own time and they -emphadized the
need fbr release time and financial assistance for teachers

. to attend evening and summer school courses and to assist
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their less computer. iterate colleagues. As one teacher
put it, with his knowledge of computers, he was a "hot
item".
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TABLE 13

IMPEDIMENTS TO MEETING INITIAL OBJECTIVES

% of teachers'

I.

# of coordinators

Completely Satisfied 6.3 1

Original scope unrealistic 10.7 4

Inadequately prepared 42.0 2

Limited Availability of 57.1 8

microcomputefs'---

Problems with servicing and
maintenance -,

Lack of peripherals and
software

24.1

43.8

4

2

Inadequate courseware
=(

47.3 9

Poor district coordination A\ 8.0 0

Poor Ministry coordination 8.0 0

Insufficient in-service
oppottunities .

24.1 4

Lack of district support 10.7 2

Others 17:0 2

.

1

1,
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TABLE :14.

1

DEGREE TO WHICH IN-SERVICE COMPONENTS SHOULD BE EMPHASIZED

The first column represents tie % of'teachers, thesecond
The _number Of coordinators. '

Ncot:t, Little
emphasis

Ass.empling,the Apple 3.7
'System

,Running commercial
0.9materials

Reviewing,'commerdial 0.9
mateia1s

Us,ihg teachet'aids. .1,8

USing authering
langpages

Leatning-integer ghd"4.5
Applesoft1BASIC,

. Pascal _

1

1

2

.1

1

'Interfacing Apple
with Video

CofC uter cane and ,

-maintenance ..'

Other

,

2.2

0

42.2 4

12.5

8.8

5.4

30.8

69

2

1

0

4

2

4

1

Some.
emphasis

43.1

42.9

45.1

45.0

47.1

37.8

49.5

59.1

,4

Much
emphasis

5

4

6

5

4

4-

5

9

11.0 3

43.8 4

45.1 6

47.7 4

30.0

45. 5

14 -3- -1--

17,5 1
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TABLE 15

IN-SERVICE PREFERENCES

The first column represents the*% of teachers, the second
the number of coordinators.

,. '- . No
emphasis

Little
emphasis

_

Some
emphasis

Much
emphasis

;sembling the Apple 34.9
3y;tem

inning commercial 12.6
naterial

:viewing commercial 4.3
naterials .

.0.

'ii.ng teacher aids 8.9

;ing authdring 7.5
Languages

?arning integer and 9.4
kpplesoft BASIC

7 25.3

14.9

7.5

7.8

12.9

10.4

1

-2'

-

28.9

43.7

50.5

36.7

32.3

27.1

2 l0:8

28.7
.

37.6

46.7

47.3

53.1

2

3

5

3

6

3

fiscal 23.6

Iterfacing Apple _ 14.3
with. Video

.

)mputer care and ,11.0
naintenance

;her _
.

-:15.3

19 0,

23.1

.

_

27.8
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.TABLE 16
zit

DESIRED IN-SERVICE FORMAT

'% of teachers # of coordinators

Series of after school
workshops

Occasional,one day
workshops-

Q.

University/College
summer course for
credit -

One week summer workshop

Regular program throughout
school year

Access to consultant
/ .

Other

l2.6

25.3

°

5.7

11.5

20.7

21:8

2.3 -

1

5

2
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Conclusions and Recommendations

The purpose of The Instructional Uses of
Microcomputers.Project was to gather information regarding
the use of the microcomputer within the school system of
British Columbia. It was to be an exploratory project
which would rely on the creativity and the involvement of
the teachers_ and the administrators in the participating
school districts.

Recognizing the need to allow freedom for teachers to
deielop their expertise, to gain experience,, and to
experiment in.a classroom setting, and taking into
consideration the limitations in available resources, the
project was designed for flexibility. The questions raised
at the beginning of the project were deliberately general
ones and were designed to gather information rather than to
provide definite answerd'.

P

The project provided very useful information on the
province's actual and recommended use of the microcomputer
in an instructional setting. The experiences and opinions
of the teachers and administrators in the province of B.C.
appear to be generally consistent with what is reported in
a search of the literature which has been included
following-this section of the report.

The majority of the.teiChers across all grade levels
felt that instruction with the microcomputer.was as
effectilie.or more effective than traditional instruction in
certain learning situations. They cited increased
motivation and achievement gains as what they felt to be
the major reasons for the enhancement of the learning
situation through the use of the microcomputer. The
majority of the teacherd were also of the opinion that
students4 attitudes toward learning was improved as they
were very enthusiastic about the opportunity to use, the
microcomputer for instruction.

When asked w ether they, believed the microcomputer was
a ost effective m thod.of instruction, few. teachers were'
'pr -eared to give an opinion but of those who did, a small
majority felt it was ess cost effective than traditional
instruction. A search of the literature indicates that



researchers have-been unable to answer this question
satisfactorily.

The participating teachers agreed with the literature
that the computer's advantages include its ability to
individualize the instructional process; to simulate
experiences not possible without a computer; to provide
immediate reinforcement and corrective feedback; to
motivate students; to provide carefully sequenced
instrudtion; and to provide courses that would not have
been possible without the use of the computer.

Although the teachers indicated in the formative
evaluation that computer literacy was a major focus in
their microcomputer projects, the summative evaluation

.questionnaire neglected to include this focus as a
'potential use of the-microcomputer It was therefore not
possible to determine to what extent the teachers in the
province felt that computer literacy was a rationale for
supporting the introduction of microcomputers into the
school system of the province. However, the formative

,evaluation and subjective comments provided by the teachers
and coordinators indicated that they believed that computer
literacy should be-a major goal for the students and
teachers in the province. This is consistent with the
opinion of educators reviewed in the search of the
literature.

The impediments to'implementaion identified by the
participants in the project are, for the most part,

- consistent with. those identified-In-the-ltteraturev--
Researchers have identified ,insufficient funding to
purchase hardware and courseware, the diversity of
languages and hardware systems, poor quality and
insufficient Oantity of courseware,' lack, of knowledge
among teachers, and a poor attitude among teachers as
impediments to the integration of computer technology into
the school system.

The pilot project participants identified lack of
access to hardware, lack of courseware, and lack of
training and_in-service opportunities as frd-factors which
had made it difficult for them to meet their objectives.
A$ all the participants in the project were using the same
microcomputer, there were few problems associated with
diversity of hardware systems. The majority of the, teachers
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in the project were very enthusiastic and indicated that
they would like to continue to be involved in the use of
microcomputers in education. However, although the
attitude of the teachers in the project was favourable,
there was no measure of the attitude of teachers in the
province who were not involved in the project.

Of all the potential applications for the computer in
education that have been identified in the literature,
participants in the project used the microcomputers for
administrative, professiohal development, library, testing,
instructional aid, instructional management, computer.
literagy and computer awareness, computer science, and
computer assisted instruction applications. This identifies
nine of the dozen potential applications described by Watts
(52) .

e general concensus of opinion among pilot project
par cipants and the Project Team was that microcomputers,
wit solid and continuous field support, should be

rOduced into the school system at the primary level in
numbers per classroom increasing over time as teacher
familiarity increases, as the quality of courseware
improves, as more becomes known about the effective uses of
the computer in education, and as the finances of the
ro ince and the schoo A

It was also the geneial concensus of opinion that
these microcomputers should be used primarily for computer
assisted instruction including the provision of courses new
to a district,for courseware dev lopment, for teacher
training purposes, and for admin'stration. It was also
recommended that a major rations e for the introduction of
the microcomputers into the schools should be the promotion
of computer literaby and computer awareness among the
students and teachers of the province.

Thus, although information was gained which helped to
answer some of the questions posed at the beginning of the

, project, and although more information was added to the
body of the literature on the subject of computers in the
instructional process, the participants in the project and
the members of the Research Team have been left with an
-awareness of another set of questions that need to be
answered, questions that are the result of a year's
experience with microcomputers in the field.
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In their identification of major impediments, to their
having reached their original objectives, teachers
identifiedthe major impediments as 1) lack of/access to
microcomputer systems; 2) lack of courseware;/and 3).lack
of knowledge.

.

In their recommendations fo(t-support 96mponel)ts for
future microcomputer development within th province,
approximately 75% of the teachers felt tha financial
assistance for hardware and peripheral pur base was
essential, 65% were of the opinion that t e development of
B.C. specific courseware was essential, a d 50% identified
the evaluation of commercial courseware, he adaption of
commercial courseware to the B.C. curricu um, the
encouragement of the local development oftcourseware,
in-service training, and financial assistance to establish
coordination in the province as essential (Table 17).

It is recommended therefore that the inistry continue
to provide support for the continued explo ation of the
instructional use of microcomputers in the province through
contracts with outside agencies, associations, or
organizations until such time as the future of
microcomputer use in the province has been stabilized- As
soon as stabilization occurs, it is recommended that the
Ministry establish, according to a careful plan, an
organizational-structure within the districts and the
department of education to provide support for computer
using educators in the province and to take advantage of
the organizations that already exist.

It is also recommended that the central support agency
address the needs that were identified in'the formative
evaluation and confirmed in the summative evaluation
Through the provision of the support services that are
described in the rest of this report. Alt

Recommendations

AL-

1)-' As the impediment that was felt to be the most
significant was the lack of microcomputer systems,_ it is
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' recommended that the Ministry continue to provide
. cost-shared support for the purchase of microcomputers and

peripheral devices.

2) As the single most critical iss in the useof the
microcomputer in the schools of B.C.-is the acquisition,
development,and sharing of qua ty I materials relevant
to the B.C. curriculum, it is re ended that the Ministry
provide financial support to an organization which will
evaluate and describe commercially available courseware
with reference'to its quality and its specific and
documented relevance to the B.C. curriculum. Where
possible, bulk purchase arrangements should be. negotiated
for exemplary courseware as should the rights to modify
commercial courseware to make it more relevant to the
curriculum.

3) To promote the development of courseware, the 'central
organization should document areas where commercial
courseware correlates with specific areas of the
curriculum, and should advertise to the field and the
courseware developers areas where courseware is needed. The
same organization-which evaluates commercial courseware
should evaluate courseware that is locally developed
according to the atandards'aXready established by the
Curriculum Development Branch. Courseware development
efforts should concentrate on areas where the research has
shown CAI to be both Affective and cost \effective. There
should be organized coordinatioft for the \development of
quality courseware employing the expertise of subject area -

and computer spedialists"and the resources of the
Curriculum Developmet Branch. In-supporting this organized
effort,, the. province should provide,* either throdgh release-
time or substahtial financial assistance , support for
teachers or teams of teachers who are working on'the - -

development of courseware, and should provide professional
recognition of the efforts of educators who have
.contributed to the development-of courseware for the use. of
the teachers in the province. A delivery system should be
established to ensure that these programs ate advertised
and distributed to-the field with the appropriate support
materials to ensure their effective integration into the
curriculum and the classroom.

.

.

4) The,informatiod.network which had begun to.cOnnect all
edudators using computers to a central eource where.
information could be collected and disseminated should be

9
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continued and expanded to include a computerized enquiry
and bLaletin board system.

5) The Ministry, the Universities and the Colleges must
continue to support and provide a coordinated in-service
training effort that will clod-61.y monitor the computer
literacy -level of-all teachers in the province and provide
for the different levels of interest, expertise, and
experience within the proVince. To guarantee that such
in-service efforts provide equal opportunities for teachers
in remote areas, and to take advantage of the
cost-effectiveness of high technology, it is recommended
that some components of in-service training be developed on
'microcomputers, offinteractive videotape, and employing the
resources and expertise ofthe knbwledge network.

6) The central support agency must continually monitor,
evaluate, and use new hardware and software systems to be
prepared to answer quest ons that will come from the field
as teachers hear about he new productt.

7) The central agency should continue to monitor and
evaluate the new hardyare products that are continually
available and to assess usefulness in the learning
situation, particularly with re erence to mini- and

. microcomputer networking and vide tape and videodisk
technology:

8) It is essential that the Ministry continue to evaluate
the educational potential of centralized and distributed

. systems for instructional technology and to monitor the
progressof such systems as Telidon.

a.
4
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TABLE 17

COMPONENTS FOR FUTURE MCROCOMPUTER:DEVELOPMENT

The first column represents the % of teachers, the second
the number of coordinators.

Not
important

Somewhat
important

Important Essential.

Evaluation of commercial. -
courseware

6.3 1 40.5 1 53.2 10

Adaption of courseware
to B.C.

14.3 1'4 37.5 5 47.3 6

Bulk purChase augMbnta-'7.6
tion and distributor-
ship

23.8 33.3 3 35.2 9

A courseware delivery 0.9
system

1 11.1 44.4 4 43.5 7

Identificating course-2.8
ware/voids

1 16.8 2 43.0 6 37.4- 3

Development of B.C. 5.4 30.6 3 64.0 9

specific courseware
-

Evaluation of local 3.7
courseware

18.3 2 44.0 6 33.9 4

Encouragement of 10661 0.9 1 22.7 .3 27.3 3 49.1 5

courseware develop-
ment

Iniformation networking 5.4 20.7 3 42.3 3 31.5 '6 .

In-service trainipg 10.7 36.6 2'
\

52.7 10 .

Financial'Assistance for
hardware and periphbralg

es

5.4 19.8 2 74.8 10

Financial assistance to .0.9
estabrsh coordination

'21.7 2 30..0 4 56%4 6

°
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Search 11/ the LiteratUre

A search of the literature reveals that most educators
would agree with Splittgerber (45) that the instructional'
utilization of microcomputers can generally be divided into
two broad categories, namely, computer managed instruction
(CMI) and computer assisted instruction.(CAI):

The latter, CAI, is defined as a teaching
process directly involving the computersin the
presentation of instructional materials in an
interactive mode to provide and control the
individualized learning environment for each,
individualized student. These interactive modes
are usually'subdivided into drill- and- practice,
tutorial, simulation and gaming, and
problem-solving....

In contrast, CMI is defined as an-
instructionel'management,system utilizing the
computer to direct the 6ntire instructional

. process, including perhaps CAI as well as
traditional forms of instruction-whidh do not
require the computeT such as lectures and group
activities. CMI has some or all of the f llowing

--charactertstim organizinl-pUrridffla and-. tudent
data, monitoring student progress, diagnosing and
prescribing, evaluating learning outcomes, and
providing planning information for teachers.
(Splittgerber,, p.20) -

The definition of CAI has been further refined by
Chambers-and Sprecher (11) to distinguish between adjunct
and primary, simplistic and coMplex CAI. According to
these researchers, adjunct Ciq refers to a pro9ram.or
.se-r-ies--ofprogrems-which supplements the learning situation
°whereas primary CAI describes programs which provide
instruction of a substitute or stand alone variety. .

Simplistic CAI can be deVeloped by using easy-to-learn
programrding languagee:but complex CAI requires authoring
which permits such features as the extensive'use of
graphics and law scale calculations. w,

However, for the purp&ses of this discussion, the

43
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terms CAI and CAL will be used intechangeably to include'
the broad range of possible applications of.computers in
education. The remainder of this section of thew report will
'review the current literature regarding the use of
computers in education.

4

at.
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The Effect Id-CAI ma Achievement

Arguing against the need to prove ovei'and over again
that CAI "works"e Eisele (18) points out that-there id
"little likelihood that sufficient evidence will ever exist
that will assure educators - with any noticeable degree of
confidence - that any delivery gyatem. will perform
adequately if the criterion is stated in replicable learner
performance" (Eisele,"p.1).

Similarly, Gleason(21) observes that few.serious
. researchers are now interested in compaiative studies,

i.e., studies which-attempt to compare the results of
computer assisted instruction with the results of other
strategies because of the extreme difficulty of controlling
the number of significant variables in any learning
situation (Gleason, p.16).

6
Aiken and Braun (1), argue that although the trend has

. been to use statistical techniques to measure the
effectiveness of CAI materials, they feel that attitudinal
studies would appear to be a more promising approach. They
"point out that "statistical results have been meaningful
only as measures of performance; other methods will have to
be considered if we are to have meaningful measures of
learning" (Aiken and Braun p.14).

However, although researchers caution against placing
too much emphasis on statistical results,- decision makers
are demanding proof that CAI is effective, often without
fully understanding what they mean by "effective".

As Chambers and Sprecher (11) point o t

To-some=effpbtiven-edd means the amount of-
learning that takes place initially. Tocbthe-rs it
means the degree of retention of learning, or.at
the very least, whether or not an individual
stays in or drops out of a learning experience.
Still others are concerned with'the leargei's
change in attitude toward the-co as an
instructional medium-or simply as a helpful tool
in the culfUre, Finally, owing tai the fact that

i .
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'''' CAI is in itS.infancy, 'some are simply concerned
1

14ifh,transportability of materials and/or
46ceptance-of the materials for use by others.
(Chambers-and Sprecher, p.I35)

..,

,
, . .

. .

To'fUrther complicate the"issue,' the number of
.

.

methodologically, soundevilluatiohs of the effeCtiveness,of
. computer-assisted instruction are, rare and conclusive :"

results are difficult tolfind.
11!" H
I

119NeV4r, there arg a number of-well designed and ti

tightly'coaroiled studies from which some generalized
conclus,ion8 can be regardihg,the effectiveness of CAI. .
.in%the .learning process.:

.S'
1) The use of CAI either improved leirning or:

showed no differencevhen compared ,to

p traditional classroom apptoaches
(9,16,17,20,23;29,34,41,50) .-

2. The-effect on achievement Occurred regatdless
.of the typelof-CAI used,' the tiPe-..of computer
*system, the age range of 'the' students, ors' the
type Of instrument used. to make the
measurements (iallworth and Brebner, p.175).-

3. ,When CAI and traditional instruction are
iccimpared,,equator better achievement using
ICAI-is.obtained in'less:time
-(1647,20,29,34,44.

-';

4: Studihtli have a-posItive attitilde-t&Aldb-CAIT
frequent4Y accompanied by.increased.
motivation, Alehtion span, and attendance in
courses (HalWdith and SielTri., p.178);°

-

.

In additiori to the abbve consistericie a number. of .

other'intitestingand.significant factors relating,td.the
,effectiveness of CAI. are reported in'the literature:

t'

4

. TutOrial'arid drill modes seem td"be more
effective for-jow-ability students than for

, ;

U f,",

,
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middle orhigh-ability students
(8,16,17,20,26,42);

2. Many reluctant learners. become active and
interested learners when involved In computer
supported programs (20,26);

3. The:bulk of the studies showing CAI to be
effective have concerned the use of adjunct
CAI in which the classroom teacher was readily
available (11);

4. Poor attitudes-on the, part of instructors and
administrators have resulted in overt sabotageji,
to the computer learning pgocess (14);

5._Poreign languages and science are two areas in
which CAI programs consistently have been
shown to be effective (17);

c.

6. CAI is helpful to students reviewing materials
with which they had prior fatiliarity (17);
and

7. Retention rates may be lower than-for
traditional means (45).

Although a number of'fdAdamemtal-questidns regarding
the effectiveness of CAI have been answered, an increasing

- number of researchers Are arguing that there are many more
mp1.e_iguelatei.onstita-f-still-need-,--to be expered-and-that

more subjective: less quantitative approaches are going to
have to be used (1,11,13,14,18,21,31,42).'

ilT types...of questions that educators and
.T.,admAis latoL6,are currently asking of_the research are

Condisely:AumilliAzed by Gleiscin (21) :.
'..4

, ,

.

. . .

J,;ylbat are-the.most effective CAI strategies?
Whit stdpe of feedback is most effective? How

.often7 -.At whit point in the program? What

a.

Se
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types of learner interaction are most
productive? 'Which instructional paradigms are
most effective in the various content areas?

2. What are the interactions of individual
learning styles in CAI? How much cognitije
complexity can the learner manage? What
concept-earning strategies are most
appropriate for Which types of learners?

3. What are the .effects of. individual learner
characteristics, such' as,meMbry span,
perceptual skills, sensory preferences,

/ intelligence, motor-skills, etc.?

446

4. Which hardware configurations are most
effective and efficient'.n various types of
program? 'Audio? Touch,-sensitive screens?
VideadiSc? Light pens? Etc.

.

5. What affective characteristics of the learner
are important? Motivation? Persistence?
Delayed gratification?' Locus of control?
Etc.,

0 ,

P :
6. What.are the most effective strategies for

program development?

7. What are'the most effective strategies for
--.. integrating CAI with othei instructional .

activities? (Gleason, p.16)
is

a,

1/4

The answers %6 these questions will provide further
4 information regarding the development of courseware and the

integration-of instructional technblogy into the classroom.
In the meantime, educators can,,spatinue to plan and
implement computer programs' on the basis og studies that

. havd been completed. As Paden (41) points out,
o ,

:

If the profession is serious about improving--.
instruction, 'thepe experiments provide tips

. galore:. use tHe computer to improlie study habits, -

r ,. ;

. e.
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to highlight important concepts,' to process data,
to "individualize" instruction, to give
xaminations, to provide prompt feedback to

students, to keep records, and to add pizzazz to
content instruction. Some of this will improve
performance. .Some of it will improve student
attitudes. Other aspects will reduce the
drudgery of t aching for the instructor. (Pade
p.18)

But he also cautions, as does a s 'arch. of the
literature on the effectivenessofcCAI that expectations

- of greatly improved performance from C I presented #e ah
addition to conventional instruction s em unrealistic. --

Dence (17) expresses a similar o inion in regard to
the most effective current and future use of CAI in the
instructional setting. She points out that current studies
in ATI (Aptitude-Treatmentnteractions) are attempting to
identify ways to measure individual student chauciteristics,

L. to determine which approaches will benefit'students with
specific characteristics. Educators have begun to identify
the student characteristics such as response pace, initial
levels of achievement, and prior fatiliarity with subject
,matter as characteristics that respond well to CAI, and
Dence suggests-hat furthet research in areas such as locus
of control, split-brain research, cognitive style, anxiety
level,and personality types will assisteducators:in
designing courseware and in making recommendations for the
effective.us of CAI in educational settings. She adds
that "where significant differences ate found between CAI
and traditional instruction, -it is imperative to identify
apd quantify why those differences occurred," (Dence,
p.54).

She concludes:

The results of direct-research will have a
..great impact on the use of CAI by extending the .

interpretation and Applicability of prior
findings.' CAI can then be used .

situations where the indication is that it will
enhance learning for ,individual students or
groups of students. More traditional methods of
instruction can be retained for those. situations
where they are the most effeotive.(Dence, p.54)
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The Cost Effectiveness of CAI

Kearsley (29) has pointed out that although CAI may be
perceived as instructionally effective, educators may be
reluctant to use it if they perceive it as being
prohibitively expensive. Economically, the debate over the
uses of CMI and CAI focuses on 1) the relative advantages
that the computer has over traditional, perhaps less
expensive instructional methods; 2) whether, in fact, less
expensive means are available to effect the sane
instructional gains as the computer; and 3) whether
technological advances have reduced-the costs to a point
where school districts can implement computer based
instruction (Splittgerber, p.21).

Cost estimates for CArare highly variable and are
difficult to establish with any degree'of accuracy,
particularly as CAI can be delivered -off a variety of
times care or ,microcomputerjihardwarie systems. Thdre have
been a number of studies which_ftvelassessed the cost
effectiveness of timeshare systems (6,7,8,11423,29), but
studies providing information regarding inexpensive
microcomputers and commercially available, courseware are
difficult to find.

However, regardless of whether CAI is being delivered
via timeshare or microcomputer teqnology, the hardware
purchase and maintenance costs, the courseware purchase and
courseware development costs, and the cost of the provision
of training and support services to' educators must be taken
into consideration in any estimate of the cost
effectiveness of CAI over traditional instructional
methods.

I

More specifically, estimates of cost effectiveness
need to consider hardware purchase and maintenance costs as
amortized over the number of years. of use the system is
intended to provide and as distributed over the number of
students who will be using the system.

Similarly, courseware acquisition /nd development
costs are dependent on a,nymber of factors-which influence
any estimate of the overalrcoSt effectiveness of CAI.- For
example, software development and acquisition costs are

. 87.
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reduced in proportipn to the number of students using the
courseware, particularly if the courseware is being
provided for handicapped or remote students who have
traditionally been more expensive to educate than regular
students. Costs are also reduced if the courseware is
simple in design and if it has a long lfespan
uninterrupted by updates or revisions. Whenever possible,
it ism generally more cost effective to purchase*
commercially available courseware than)to develop it.

In addition, any decision regarding the cost
effectiveness of CAI must take into consideration whether
the courseware and the costs are being incurred to replace,
or to add to regular instruction.

These variables have made it difficult to assess the
cost effectiveness of CAI, particularly with the newer
microcomputer technology.

It has been estimated that a very adequate stand .alone
systetr costing ,$51000.00 to $6,000.00 and used for 1500
hours throughout a school year will cost 50 cents an hour.
Courseware development cost estimates range from 50 cents
to $750.00 per student hour (11,23). Courseware 1

acquisition costs are highly variable, ranging from $3.00
for a single program to $600.00 for a series of programs
that can be used by an entire elementary school, but 50
cents an hour would be a generous estimate. Therefore,
whether courseware is acquired or developed, the cost of
CAI using a_microglemputer hardware system can be estimated
at $1.00 a student hour. Hallworth and Brebner (23),
estimate that timesharing computer cost is between 66 cents
to $1.00 per student hour. They point out that when 16 bit
microprocessor systems become available; with multi-user
software using hard disks, these should support up to at
least 16 users on a school*CAI system and it may be
reasonabl expected that for this number of users, and

ssi y er t is sys em wi reauce
cost per student houir to 20 cents or less. With the
overall cot of education' per student hour for the Calgary
Board of Educatioi being $2.22 with $5.56 for special
education students 423), CAI, whether on timeshare or a
microcomputer system, compares very favours M.

of)

Norris (39) has pointed' out,that traditional
instructional costs have, been increasing at the' rate of 13%
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a year for the past three years while. CAI costs have been
decreasing at 5% per year, coupled with a 10% improvement
in performance. Hirschbuhl (26), also points out that "in a
petiod of run-away inflation on a nearly global bast, the
per character cost of computer technology has peen reducd
a thousand fold, the reliability tncreasedbtwenty fold,.and
the accessibility increased by a like magnitude"
(, Hirschbuhl, p.62). He estimates that by 1990; computers
industry hardware will become',32 times as cost effective as .

present day hardware. It can be safely assumed that as
hardware capabilities increase and costs decrease, CAI will
become more and more cost effective;

In addition, the hidde benefits must be considered.
Braun (8) reports that in a computer program in the
District of Columbia in whic 700 students were involved,
there was an increase in stu ent attendance at a tax cost
saving to the public of $32,710.00. Extrapolating this to
the entire student population, Braun argues that the
productivity gain would be on the order of $1 million per
year. Similarly, based an a study on attrition in a
community college system in Ontario, Braun estimates that
by using CAI mathematics the province's dollar gain or
cost-productivity gain index per year would be
$9,600,000.00 He concludes that "the value of these two
studies is that they demonstrate that the use of the
computer to aid instruction can result in a substantial
gain in the use of the tax dollar for education" (Braun,
p.10) .

It has also been pointed out that hardware originally
purchased for CAI has been doing double duty in
administration, guidance, record keeping and library
functions; that truancy and vandalism were reduced in
schools wh'iie CAI was being used with disadvantaged
students; that by using the computer, educational
institutions can offer more flexible scheduling and wider

can rbior-eatttern-edto
the pace o.f change; that instructor costs are saved in
providing distance and continuing education; and that new
knowledge can be brought into education much sooner
(8,11,23,29,39).

- I .

h
d

The hidden costs include maintenance costs for
ardware, the inevitable higher. costs for courseware
evelopment which are anticipated to, account for over 90%

of total costs by ,1990 (23), and the cost f a support
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. '.mechaniim to introduce and integrate gAz into'fhe ., ,..

instrudtiongl setting in aimanner which guarantedhe I,.

benefits whicir.)lave been shown be...ossible%- ' . . ..
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If: the cost estimqes..Of OAL.ae-acljuspedit!o
the hidden 'costs of -software, bourseire,'Ipssrvice, ,;,.

*maintenance, ancr.suppprt,,they mgy well be higher than
traditional per-student-hour costs.-,Theylust, however; be
weiglitkd.for-their cost effectiveneps': Deltak, Inc.
compared their. Adustikal'training programs and found that
a five day` instructor' lead &Arse of students was more
costly than a c6mputer.enhancedt.learner-paced multi-media
approach at a ratio of $1,120.00/$680..00' (42) . That is,

. traditional training is 65%'more expensive than CAL.

Kearsley, in his article "The Cost of CAI: A Matter of
Assumption,"concluded:

The fact that CAI results in a higher Per
student hour cost is based upon a fairly dubious
assumption that the instructional effectiveness
of CAI is the same as traditional instruction.
This is most certainly an invalid premise.
Almost all comparative studies of CAI have shown
that it reduces the time required for a subject
by 25-50 percent while still resulting in the
same end performance. CAI permits a very
detailed monitoring andievaluation of student
performance and instructional effectivenesk, which
is essentially impossible in traditional
instruction. CAI also permits certain kindS, of
instruction which could not be done by any
traditional means (e.g., medical simulations pf
dying patients). Students are overwhelmingly v.
positive about CAI, and they express strong .

Rtefarences for this mode of instruction acros
all subjects. Thus, an hour's worth of CAI may
be instructionally equivalent to two hours or
more of traditional instruction. If we accept
this, then cost estimates which show, CAI as
costing the same:as or slightly more than
traditional instruction in fact give CAI the edge
(21).

When used as a substitute or replacement for
traditional methods, particularly when considering the
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..education of special students, CAI can be cost saving.
Edwever, at the present time, CAI is-used today mainly as a
skiplement to regular instruction either in enrichment or
remeaiation-and as such its costs must be considered as
add-ons to traditional instruction. Considering the
benefits, educators Must ask whether the added expense is
worth it.
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Further -Copsi;derations

In addition to the effect that CAI reportedly has on
achievement and education costs; a search of qiee Literature
reveals that researchers have identified a number'ef other
factors that can be identified as advantages to CAI.

These advantages include the computer's ability to
individualize the instructional process (34); to simulate
experiences not.possible at all without a computer
(13,29,34); to keep students informed of their progress
through immeOiate feedback and achievement summaries 34)",.
to provide immediate and systematized reinforcement; to
provide instruction that has been systemmatically prepared,..
sequenced,tested, 'and revised (34);-and to allow students
to review previous instruction, request special help, or to
'continue on to enrichment activities (34).

° e A

In addition researchers argue -that .becausethe.
pr

computer' involves the individual actively in the
,\

instructional process, learning is facilitated (11); and .

that CAI frees the teacher to'devote'moie time to the
"personal, human considerations of their students, a factor.
which has been.identified by.Chambers as being the most
significant in the development of Creative abilities,

.

according to students (12).

The rationale for introducing computers into. the
schools on the basis of cost effectiveness and
instructional benefits is a potent atgamentv particularly
in light of the public's perception in .Canada and-the U.S.
that the 'educational- system is both cosily
unsatisfactory.

.

I
Br-aun-4-81--Ident414e:s_

indicate the public's dissatisfaction with .the eplucatidh
system in the U.S. These factors inolude the significaht
increase in the- number. of'drdp-outsj'arrintreasef.in the
numbers of students who are.performing below tl?teir grade.
levels; unacceptably high ,levels -;off youth,dnerfiloloyment; a
continuing decline in the education of U.S. studerltsin the
scieOses;%and the'spiraijirig,costs of peograms for the
eagcation-ok the handispOPerl, the gifte'd,.40 the learning
disablech
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He offers the arguments of Dr. Dustin Heuston of WICAT
as further rationale for the immediateand widespread' -

introduction of ,:the computerAnto the present educaUbnal
system. 'n "Techn61PSY#Pd the-Educational Delivery
System ", lieuston_ppints%olat thaE°

1) The current U.S. educational system is insensitive
to.-additional investment and cannot be improved

-without the dramatic change producible with new
:-tvhnologies.

f

2),..age Oirkent educational-delimery_AyptAm provides
about 15 SecondS of Pftgonal attention per hour
whereas with computers that pwportion could reach
almost 100%.

*

3) After expensive and extensive efforts at
improvement, the present educational, system has
reached its maximum-effectiveness. ,e_

Thus Braun and Heuston argue that the only effective
means "of increasing the productivity of the present .

educational system is through the introduction of
technology into the instructional.process, and asBraun
points out, computers will move into homes and schools
whether or not 4nyone does anything to ensure their
effective use.

rQ

Splittgerber (45) Summarizes:

Supporters
in the use of co
decreasing costs

-forecast an imminent breakthrough
puters -due, primarily to
nd increased availability of

etriaandsaftware--

.

improvements; the
the requirement for
and the expansion an
instruction (Splittoe

rend toward accountability;
improved school productivity;
personalization of
ber,p.25)

I .

,
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.
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The :computer Literacy Argument

Perhaps the, most powerful argument foi the i ediate , ,,

and,widespread introduction of couuters into tfie'school .,

system is Ltlehimann's argument (32) that "the /ability to,
use computers is as basic and necepsery_to a persores
formal education as reading, Writingrandarithmetic"
(Luefirmann,:p.98)°. He-contendsthat computing plays such a

/cruc41 i(41;in'everY,,:day life and in. his nation's
technelogigal future tfiaf "the general R blic's ignorance
of the subject constitutes a national risis'(LuehrMann,
'1498).

/ .G.
I- it _

Th requirements for-livin and working in -what has
been c lled The Age of Inform' ion have been clearly
desc abed by Andrew.Molpar 6) who ,argues that "if we are
to, Ontihue to benefit from the expanding frontiers of 4 .0°.

krlOwledge, we must. devise/new ways to expand human capacity.
And reasoning. .... and 7vie must create new intellectual
tools to extend hUmap74apacity to reason".

"'' `
. .

-.7-

Id his presentation,' "Education for Citizenship in a
Computer-Based Society', Daniel WAt (51) points out that
although in=the past only a small percentage of the .

population; ever had direct contact with computers, in the
fliture, as the nation's, economy bedomes more dependent on
informatiofi processing and high technology, "we ,Can'expect
the overwhelming majority of our working population-to, hdve
signifioant interactions with'computers as part/of their
daily work" CWatt,p.2). He insists that "only public
schools can help insure tIlat all citizens have equal access
to the opportunity for computer Macy education, and
only the public schools in our society have the
responsibility for-the-education of citizens who can make
effective decisions about the impact of technology on
society" (Watt,p.6).

The important point being made isthat computers will
soon be everywhere and students who have not been exposed
to them will be, at a-decided' disadvantage when ompeting
with-those wtio *have; and-tociety- generally- will-be at a
disadvantage when confronting issues that have to do with
the impact of computers on the individual and on society.
In short, our students must become computer literate.

t
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: . The definition of computer literacy has been'evolving
as educators and researchers haNte become more knowledgeable -,
about what it means to be literate and as computers extend

. le further and further into society.

when computer literally was identified in
107'as one of.the Ten Batic Skills 'by the American Council
/6f Supervisors of Mathematics, computer literacy was

/*generally described as what students should knew about the
uses of computers and what computers can'and cannot do
(40). .4

The Human Resources Research Organization (HumRRO)
defined computer literacy as what a person needs to know
and to do with computers in order ta function' competent
in our ,society (38,). The University of Oregon advised hat
computer literacy re erred to the non-technical and
low-technical aspect of the social, vocational, a
educational implicat ons of computers (38)..

However, it is generally believed that th e

definitions no longer suggest adequate goals nd objectives
for a caMputer litfracy program. As David- ourSund points
out, computer literacy initially tended to mean a level of
understrlding at which the student could talk about but
could not actual4 work with a computer (38). However, this'
level of Understanding is now considered to be computer'
awareness rather than literacy.

Luehrrda
the ability t
ridentify,1 a
that have_ bee
.he states tha
beliefS and ,v

__dirett experi
(Luehrmann,p.

Based on
literacy and
it means to b
literacy as
and relations
comfortably a
society"(Wat

n (32) 'argues that computer literacy must mean
& computing and not merely to 'recognize,'
'be aware'-,,of alleged facts about computing
suppkied by a book or a teacher. Further,
."it is intellectually improper to intdlcate
lues about a subject that donbt arise out of
'te,jeittith6 cotent_pfthat subject"

n interpretation of the common meaning of
allowing d tradltional dnderstanding of what
'literate, Daniel Watt (50) defines computer
hat collectibn of skills, knowledge, values
ipd that.-alliows a person to function
a productive citizen of a computer oriented
p.26).
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.* He further divides the concept of compu er literacy
into four distinct but interrelated a eas w ich,
summarized, include:

r /
')

I

1) Vie abilityp control andloro ram a computer
achieve.a vaiiety of personal, academic and :'
professional goals;

The ability_ to use a var' -ty of prekogra d
er application in personal, academic d

rofessional contex

3) The ability., ,o understand the growi geconomic,
loci Al and psychol&gical impact'Of co uters'on
indi bn groups within our so ety, and on
society as a whole,;' and

a

'4) The ability/to make use of
compu r programming and comp
of individual's collectio
f rmation retrieval, co
solving (Watt;p.27)''.

Cl

at

eagfrom the world °Of,
er applibatkas as part

obwstrategies foF
nication4and problem-

AWatt concludes that "the failure of schools to make a
major-commitment in this .irea now can have disastroUs
consequences tor both the education of?the public and the
future of publid education" (Watt,p.27)... . /

p
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Impediments lo Implementation'

If the evidence for the widespread and immediate
introduction of computers into, the'school system is so
overwhelming, why is there such a gap between the actual
and the potential use of computers in education? A search
of the literature reveals that'there are a number of
factors, 4which researchers have identied as being
impediments to the exploratioh of theffull potential of the
computer in education:

1) Insufficient funding frod the' appropriate sources
to support the original purchase of hardware,
software, 'courseware,-and to gstablish the necessary
support services for the successful integration of the
technology into the educational ,stem
(13,29,33,3,45).

5

1

2) The prim tive state of the art'inJwhich, there is a
confusing d versity of languages and hardware systems,,
(11,29).

hardw1are

i 4
,

. .

11 , I

3) CAI matekials thati are poorly constructed, largely
undocumented, and able to run only on the equipment
for which t ey_were written (11,29).

0 tack of knowledge among educators Is to gow to '.

effectively use CAI materials and the computer in the
learning situation, partidularly at the moment when
limited 'financial resources restrict the number of
SystemS'available per classroom (11,29,37).

5) The attitude among techetst, fathiliar'with and
comfortable using ftied and tested methods, that-the
computer is not a,tool bUt an intelligent machine
destined to replace thei as teachers (11,14,29,45,48).

In order'Of importance, Chambers and Bork (13) found
the impediments to the implementlation of computer assisted
instruction to bel) funding;' 2),1ack of knowledge about
computer assisted instruction arid computers in general; 3)
attitudes of faculty; and 44' the need,for'more and better

. °
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Jcomp ter assisted-instruction modules (Chambers & Bork,
p.28) .

In addition to the above impediments to the
implementation of computer assisted instruction, critics
cite the lack of information about the effectiveness of
CAI, the tremendous financial 6ommitment.to a technological
innovation that is new, untried and uncomfortably similar
to educational television, depersonalization of the
educational process, and lack of support from teachers and
teacher's organizations as reasons'why it is advisable to
adopt a/wait and see attitude. -

.
N

.

.

i.
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Potential, Actual, bdul Projected Uses DI The Computer In
Education '

A search of the literature reveals that therea're
various applications which have been identified as being
reasonable and effective uses of the computer in education.
As described and envisioned by such researchers as Bork,
Franklin, Haugo, and Watts, these applications include the
following:

4) Administrative applications which include such
activities as Weeping track of accounting,, payroll,
inventory and employee records and of attendance,
grades and student records. The computer has also been
used in aftinistration in class timetabling and in %-
simulating models to forecast the implications of
decisions and changes in the educational environment
(6,24,49,52).

2) Curriculum planning applications such as the
resource information file which was developed and is
being used in ALaska to provide teachers with
information on available educational resources (49).

3) Professional development applications which not
only provide teachers with new skills and an
understanding of the uses of computers in education,
but could also provide highly informative and
imaginative professional-development courses in other

.

areas of education (52).
4

4) Librarxplications which involve the computer in
maintaining records of holdings, managing intra- and
inter-library loans, and enabling users to search
files for relevant titles and information*(52).

5) Research applications which enable' a school or
district to analyze data collected on a regular basis
or for special purposes (52).

,

6) Guidance and special services applications which
include computer administration and scoring of

4
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selected standartized tests; provision of guidance and
career information Citing a computer; and the
administration of tests and the analysis of data to
assist special education personnel with the diagnosis
and remediation of .learning problems (52) .

7) Testincl'applications which'include computer
assistance in the construction, administration,
scoring, and evaluation and analysis of test results
(6',52).

8) Instructional Aid applications which are described
by Watts (52) as the use of the computer in the same
manner that any audio-visual,device or piece of
laboratory equipment may be used to demonstrate or
illustrate concepts or to allow studentstto manipulate
parameters without having to duplicate a real world
situation.

C
9) instructional management applications whichassist
the teacher in providing individualized or small group
instruction by :using the computer to manage the
student's learning experiences and to monitor and
as ss progress (1,6,24,45,52).

10)) Com u e assisted instruction applications which
involve the computer in taking over a central part'of
the instruc ion of the .student (1,6,24,45,52) and
which can include a number of different modes of
interaction with the student:

1) Drill and practice programs take advantage of
the computer's tireless patience and ability to
provide immediate, feedback and reinforcement to
prescribe, provide, and:tmonitor potentially very
complex drill and practice activities whiclycan, be
tailored to a student's individual needs.

2) Tutorial4programs,Aepending on the
capabilities and the storage capacity .of the.
computer system, are dialogues between the learner
and the designer of the educational program. The
computer acts as a 'tutor' to teach the student
concepts and skills. The worst of,such programs

-100
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are simply page turners which present passages of
text and then ask the student to answer a question
on what they have just read. The best type of
tutorial, called 'dialog', leads,he active
learner through a series of carefully planned
questidhs .to 'some new understanding or knowledge
of the topic.at hand.

3) Simulations or controllable worlds are
programs in which the computer can be used to
simulate or generate environments for'the learner
so that he can change variables and explore1
situations in a manner that,, might have been too
expensive, too restricted by'time limitations, too
dangerous or too impossible to allow the student
to explore in the real world.

Il) Computer awareness and literacy applications which
involve the computer in preparing students to
understand and to be able to use computers in our
future computerorientedsociety.

Ih

12) Computer science applications which include
teaching students about computer architecture,
operations, programming, and eppliCations (52).

Chambers and Bork (13) selected a sample of 974 schooL
districts which closely approximated the total population
of U.S. public school districts to assess the currentend
projected use of the computer in U.S. public
secondary/elementary schools, with special emphasis on tbe
use of the compute' in computer assisted instruction
(Figure 1).

It was found that approximately 90% of all school
districts respond ng are now using the computer in support
of the instructio al process. Most computers are leased, or
owned by distric s and large computers are more in evidence
than are micros and minis which the study found to be'equal
in popularity. It was also found that the most popular
applications in order of usage are the teaching of computer
Languages, computer assisted learning, data, processing
applications, using the computer as an instructional aid
and using it for guidance and counselling applications
(Chambers & Bork, p.11)
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FIGURE 1

E

TRENDS

(U.S. EXPERIENCE) i

% of School Districts Sampled

1.

..-

Districts Using Computers
_

1980 - 90%
1985 - 94%

.

2.

. -

.

Instructional Usage 1970 - 13%
1980 - 74%
1985 - 87%

3. CAL 19_80 - 54%
1985 - 74%

4. Application Priority

4,:.

1. Math
2. Science
3. Language
4. Business

.

Arts

5. Emphasis Shift
k.

Drill and Practice-4Tutorial ---)pimulation

,Source: ACM Report on CAL
Chambers/Bork 1980
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In computer assisted instruction applications, the
predominant use is in drill and practice, although it was.
noted that simulations are also receiving a good deal of
use. At the setondary-level, predominant use is occurring
in Mathematics, Natural Science, Businesst and Language.
Arts (Chambers & Bork,p.15).

Chambers and Bork's study showed a dramatic change
form the past. From an estimated 13% in 1970, instructional
computer usage had leaped to 74% in 1980 with the type of
instructional usage changing from predominantly problem
solving and the acquisition of EDP skills, to a much
heavier emphasis on computer assisted instruction. They
also found that while the quantity of instructional'
computer usage in the schools had increased significantly,

.

the richness and diversity of usage had not increased
proportionately. They attribute this to the industry's
concentratioll on providing hardware to the schools while
not being able to provide-adequate and'satisfaetoTy
courseware Eo suppoft the use of the hardware, and to the
lack of adequately trained staff to enable effective use of
the computer in CAI.

et> .

For the period 198,9-19.85, 94% of the districts
surveyed anticipated using,the computer with 87% of this
percentage indicating that they would be using the computer
to prOvide support for instruction. Types of instructional
usage were projected'to continue as in the past with 74% of
the districts indicating that_they''would be providing
computer assisted instruction. It was also anticipated that
tutori als would assume greater usage with drill and
practice receiving less. Chambers & Bork suggest that, this
shift in emphasis will perhaps move towards simulation by
1990. In support of .Chambers and Bork's findings is
Hirschbuhl's table which preject increased levels of
acceptance and utilization, areas for CAI by 1990 (Figure
2).

400.
Watts (63) points out that there are schools in which'

a dozen applications ofthe-computer in education Ore
already to be found and he zonclude.s, "the challenge is
there for all schools to successfully introduce computers
and to develop their potential in education" (Watts,p.22).
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FIGURE'2

LEVELS OF ACCEPTANCE AND
UTILIZATION AREAS FOR,CAI-

, HOME SECONDARY HIGHER INDUSTRY COMMUNITY
'`PRESCHOOL SCHOOLS EDUCATION INST.

1977 -

ACCEPTANCE Zero Widely disper- Widespread High vel On the
sed emerging ' limit horizon

implem t

tion

.

,

-19-77 None -B-asi-c skirts Skirl and Testingsand Vocabulary
UTILIZATION (heavy) survey type 'training and proced-

iostrr*ction drills ural info.
(moderate) (light) in health

areas
'. Basic skills and condi-

.

tioning_provams (light)
1990 . Widespread Widespread Universal Heavy _Broad by

. ...,

ACCEPTANCE social and
- health

. institutions.

,
or

-

,

,k / ,
,

1990 Heavy use in Universal for Extensive for Heavy in Heavy use by
UTILIZATION concept skill develop- entry level specific health ind-

development ment and high courses and 1 training ustry for
level concept high level skills and upgrading
development professional management diagnostic

/ development 'development skill
and,continuinc Heavy use for

- education rehabilitation
and deterrent.

programs in
criminal

, .

fustice

Spurce: HirsChbuhl
Educational Technology 18,4(1978), p62.
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FutureTrends And Recommendations

----Asearch of the literature indicates that most
educators and researchers are cautiously optimistic about
the future of computers in education.

As discussed earlier, the'major impediments to the
widespread introduction of computers into the education
system are

. 1) insufficient funding to purchase hardware and
courseware;

2) insufficient and inadequate courseware that has been
designed to run only on'one system;

3) the confusing diversity of hardware systems and
languages;

4) lack of knowledge among educators as to how to
effectively use the computer educational setting; and

.5) the concern of teachers that the computer. is either too
difficult for them to learn to use or that it is destined
td replace them in their job.

Although Chambers and BorkLreport that "it is
predicted that by 1985 the current major problems in the
use of comp4ter assisted learning will have been reduced to
the level that the hardware problem has now reached in
1980" (Chambers & Bork), at the moment, the above

' impediments must still be considered major concerns.

\
It is generally agreed that hardware barriers have

been or shortly will be resolved and cost reductions will
help eliminate adding problems and permit the%cost
effective usecof'CAI (2,4,10,11,26,29,31,39). In support of
this prediction, Gleaepp (21) reports that a recent. study
by the National Science Foundation estimated that there are
already 200,000 microcomputers in American elementary and
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secondaiy schools and projects one million units by 1985.

-It is also generally agreed that the technology for -

instructional use .in educational settings will- likely'
include mini- and microcomputers capable of standing alone
or networked and incorporating a touch sensitive input
device, image projection, colour printing device, voice
input and output, interactive television; videodisc systems
and satellite communication. Accordingto the research,
videodisc technology will play an increasingly significant
role in creative and effective'innovations in education.

A number of researchers - Atkinsdn, Bundenson,
Hirschbuhl ,predict distributed networks with large red
databases which would enable individuals to use stand-al ne
microcomputers or access larger databases or communicate
with other users.

Hirschbuhl (26) argues that, "the power of interactive
visual, sound, computer simulation, control, and change of
variables along with the mind extending ability of computer
prediction offer'teaching capabilities never. before
realized" (Hirschbuhl, pp.52-53). Be envisions brain waves
used as-input to Computer Assisted Dialogue CBE systems,
laser libraries for the visually handicapped, talking
computers to provide books for the blind, listening
computers that,understand .unconstrained natural speech, in
short, pplications that will have far reaching
implications for education.

Although it is generally accepted that hardware is'
going.to be the most easily solvable problem in
implementing CAI in the future, it is still considered to
be absolutely essential that 1) educators constantly
monitor new hardware products and their potential
usefulness.to CAI, and that 2) wherever there is a central
,organization planning the activities of a group of computer
using educators, there should be uniformity of hardware and
cost reducing bulk purchasing arrangements with
manufacturers.

Although Atkinson (2) believes that "by 1990, the cost
of computer-assisted instruction will be so cheap and its
applications so broad that it-will be viewed as an
educational neCessi.y"(Atkinson4.60), Bitzer (4) points

61706



out that "the next steps in produ ng useful educational
computer technology are far more c m lex and include some
of the most difficult applications f a computer" (Bitzer,
p.61) .

He agrees that limited applications that can take
advantage Of sinCreased low-cost techni6a1 capabilities,are
already availa le but argues that hundreds of different
stand-alone sy ems are not going to provide an
"educational sy tem consisting of, high quality material
organized-in an verall educationally efficient manner"
(Bitzer,p.61). He believes that the most difficult
questions must still be answered and that we cannot afford
to underestimate how much those answers are going to cost.

---The-first.of-these-problems-is the continuing_
diversity of hardware systems with their differences in
languages and their limitations in only running the
courseware that has been written for that system. Although
some researchers believe that this will continue to be a
problem, Attala (3) argues that hardware advances in the
development of microprogrammable chips containing
compilers for several kinds of authoring languages and of
replaceable read-only memory chips for the easy
modification of system software will "solve the problem of
'transferability that has hindered for so long the ..,

propagation and populardty of CAI" (Atta/a,p.61). Chambers
and Sprecher (11) recommend the development of'a
nationwide, standard high-level CAI language for complex
CAI development,which incorporates authoring aides,
computational capability, graphics capability, multisensory
input/output controls, and prescribed documentation
standards. They believe that such a language should be easy
to use and should be capable of running on largei mini-,
and microcomputers. Because the development of such a
language Wouldbe in the national interest, they argue that
,it should be funded by the federal government with the
impetus coming fiom the educational sector,and possibly,
incorporating a. cooperative venture with-the private
sector.

The second major impediment, and considered by some to
be the most serious, is the lack of a sufficient quantity
of high quality courseware. The problem of portability of
software and courseware which restricts the market, the
'copyright problem, th4 tremendous amount of time required
to deelop materials, and the need for experjenced-and
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qualified edUcational and computer professionals are
factbrs:working against a solution to this problem. As
discussed above, the problem of the portability of
courseware could possibly be solved through thedeveloprdent
of a standard CAI language or through hardware advances
which may also solve the 'copyright 'pro'blem,

o

But the problems associated with the amount of time
needed to develop materials and the difficulty in finding
qualified and experiented instructional designer's and.
computer programmers still exist. Glason (21) warns
educators that contrary to what theylmay have been told,
courseware- development is not easy:

It involves careful specifra-atia of
objectives, selection of programming strategies,
detailed analysis of contelit structure and
sequence, development of pretests and posttests,
preliminary drafts, revisions, trials,
validation, and documentation. This is a very
'time- consuming and expensive process, well,beyond

4 the capability and resources of,individuals and
even small groups of teachers (Gleason; p.12.).

1

He points out that at the.presentftime.there is no
I ,

comprehensive,.systematicr cit effective organization to
prepare good programs, and although there are thousands of -

programs being written, . "most are virtually devoid of any
instructional value and in many casegare acting as
deterrents to widespread acceptance, oaf CAI" (Gleadon,p.12).

00 Chambers and-Sprecher (11) found that the majority of
courseware that is available has largely been written in a
machine dependent language and is undocumented and
therefore difficult to share. They report that in "The -
ABC's of CAI" project (47), over 4000 CAI programs written
in BASIC were reviewed, and about 3-4,percent were found to
be acceptable by faculty-in the fields concerned (Chambers
& Sprecher,p.338). In short, they are in agreement with
Bork whb argues that "The notion that computer -based
materials can be produced by anybody,' completely by
themsellps,.is an archaic concept" (Bork, p.2@')'.

A team approach employing two.opthree-content area
sp$tialtsts, an instructional desigh specialist; and a
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compute programmer has been suggested as the only reliable
way of nsuring the development of courseware that will be
accepts le to facility and students. Further, it. has been
found th t direct financial reward was not a motivator in
involvin faculty in developing materials. Rather, as
Chambers nd Sprecher report, studies have shown that
recogniti n and acceptance by one's peers for courseware
developme t and sharing of such materials, release time,
and accept nce of courseware development by peers and by
administra ors as equivalent to research publications-for
promotion-a d tenure, appeared to be the most important
incentives n involving faculty members in developing
courseware ( fiambers and Sprecher, p.339).

-r;

Hal;wort and Brebner, in their report to the
Department of Education in Alberta (23), support the Idea
of field development of courseware. They argue that "there
is a need fora co-ordinated effort within the Province to
build effective CAI curricula with many groups contributing
and exchanging materials, but:with no duplication of'effort
op any topic because of the exceptionally large numbers of
work hours involved." (Hallworth and Brebner,p,215) and they
belieVe that the only way this can be done is through the
leadership and support of the Department of Education, They
recommend that the Department:

1) facilitate the development of courseware by teams
of teachers and other persons having experience in ,

CAI, by appropriate financing including, for 'example,
release time Tor teachers;

2) monitor such courseware development to ensure
continuity of curricula and prevent duplication of
effort;.

3) set up mechanisms forNdisseminating information on
developments;

4) set up a mechanism for facilitating exchange of
courseware, both within and outside the Province;and

5) retain all rights within the public domain
. ,(Hallworth & .Brebner, pp.215-216).
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There is also evidence that the major publishers of
educational materials are becoming increasingly interested
in developing CAI materials and with their resources,
experience,' and organization it will likely not be long
before there is a substantial number of acceptable CAI ';
programs commercially available. In addition, there a?e
large number of small companies and organizations which
have.entered the courseware development-market. A number
of these have not'survived a second year.in the market, but
many are on:a second major revision of their,daterials and
have shokn themselves to be very willing to.14sten to the
.suggestions of teachers and to modify theiidlrograms to
bring them in line with teachers' expectations. ..Not only
has the quantity of commercially avai ble programs
increased dramatically over the pas two years, but the
quality has improved to such an ex M that what was
considered to be good a year ago is now considered to be
average or below average. New benchmarks in quality are
constantly being set and the rest of the market gradually
works to that standard until',,a new'level is set:

r
Thus, if teachers'aiieaucational organizations

constantly monitor what is commercially available and
continually evaluatedts applicahAlitttOithe curriculum,
they will be in a position to use what io.acceptable in the
commercial market arid to be able to dtermine areas where
support is needegl4or local development. Dence (17) has--
argued for the importance of doing more studies on areas
where CAI has an advantage over traditional instruction and
why it is more effective, and the results of these studies
can be used to help educators plan courseware development
.efforts. This opinion is supported by researchers4who
ergue4againdst "financing an army of CAI authors. A better

' way,4they-say, W(414 be to find the areas in which CAI is
2

most effective, and then devise some effective tool for
creating "aVIA testing good courseware addressed to those
areas" (Bugarman,p.29). This argument seems to be supported
by the fact that of the approximately 16,000 hours of CAI
related materials created fog' Plato, requirsing from 500-800
tiltusana;hours of writing, only 4000 hours are used,
reghlarly'(Sugarmad,p.29).

6, I t' would seem 'that, in the future, a com ination of
public and private resources will be concentrating on the
courseware development problem. By constantly 'mpnitcr.ing
`and evaluating what is commercially available, educators,

, "can direct their efforts only to those areas that 'ark: not ,
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,being adequately addressed by the marketplace; and by
,concentrating their efforts on areas where the research has
demonstrated that CAI is more effective and more cost
effective than traditional instruction, educators can avoid
the time and expense wasted in developing courseware that
could have 'been purchased'more cheaply than developed or
th4 is not effective in the instructional setting.

The need for organizations that will provide
independent evaluations of programs and professibnal advice
asto the quality of commercially available programs is
argued throughout the literatureand is e rep:ection of
teachers' need for support in this new and intimidating
area of education. As Aiken and Braun cly argue "teacher
acceptance is the biggest challenge facing us today" (Aiken
& Braun,p.13).

This appears to be corroborated by Chambers and Bork's
study,(13) which found that teachers' lack of knowledge

- about CAI and computers was considered to be a major
impediment to the implementation of CAI in the schools,
second only to funding. Similarly, Hallworth and Brebner
argue that, "CAI will not succeed in any environment where
it does not have the full understanding and backing of
teachers" (Hallworth t& Brebner,p.216); and Clement (14)
reports that "Poor, 'attitude's on the'part of instructors

.
have actually resulted in covert and in some cases overt

.

sabotage.to the computer-aided learning process
lement,p.28). Teachers need information and knowledge and
I needs teachers. in order to be successful.

Clement believ s that "chang "ing most instructor
attitudes is a mater of educating them on the adjunctive
'Value of the computer in-the learning process"
(Clement,p.30), and he suggests pointing out that the
computer is capable of taking over the routine, information
giving'and drill and practice tasks, and -the clerical tasks
while freeing the teacher to facilitate learning through
one-to-one'and small-group interactions.

Hallworth and Brebner (23) argue for the ,importance of
educating teachers and providing information, and suggest
that demonstration projects, sponsored and supported by the
Ministry of Education and in cooperation with an
establiShed research center, be set up, by teachers who are
already knowledgeable about CAI and wto can demonstrate the
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benefits to other teachers They also recommend that the
Ministry not only financially support and publicize the
demonstration projects an protide encouragement and high
professional status for teachers who demonstrate competence.
.inCAI, but they should 'a so require that new teachers have
some knowledge of the use of computers in educatibn. They

'encourage the Ministry to make Computer literacy courses
available to teachers at/a number of different levels and
recommend that such cour

T

es be made compulsory.

Aiken and Braun (1), recommend that courses and
programs be provided for students training to be teachers,
and point out that a way must be found to train the
thousands of teachers who are already in the school system.
They recommend the approach that the French have taken in
training a small nucleus of teachers who are then used to
teach others. However, they admit that whatever method is
used, it is going to be expensive and aplow process that
may require the use.of video tape and vid,eodisk as
cost-reducing training media (Aiken & Braun,p.13).

Henderson -(25) ig more specific. He argues that all
teachers and educational administrators should complete a
minimum of two courses in computer science as a general
requirement for certification. He adds that all elementary
teachers shodld complete one additional courses covering
the use of CAI materials for the elementary student, and
'secondary teachers should complete two additional computer
science courses covering the t4e of computer-oriented
materials and CAI materials designed for the secondary
student and the development of computer-related materials.
Administrators, according to Henderson, should be required
to take two additional courses relating to the use of the

,? computer in school operations and planning (,Henderson,
pp. 41-W.

4 0.
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Conclusion

A search of the literature regarding the instructional
use of computers has revealed that for the mbst part,
researchers are generally optiMistix about the future of
the computer in education. They feel that the hardware
problems are' being dealt with and that future advances in

_technology can only result iri what Hirschbuhl terms
"Education's Dream Machine". However, it it also generally
*accepted that the problem of .ensuring an adequate supply of
quality courseware and of training teachers how to use the
computer in an effective manner will continue to impede the
widespread integration of computer technology into the
school system. It is also generally accepted that solving
these problems is going to be,expensive.

Until the research can be more specific, it seems
reasonable that the resources of -institutions, schools and
ministries should concentrate their efforts on areas where
CAI has proven itself to be both effective and cost
- effective. In their recommendations to the Alberta
Department of Education, Hallworth and Brebner recommend
that

those students who will benefit most from
CAI are those for whom the patiente-and
repetitiveness Of the computer are of great
assistance in their learning, those who require
individual attention, those who for some reason
have failed to learn in the regular classrooi
environment, those who feel inadequate and
iRferior and do not seek help from a teacher for
fear of displaying their ignorance, those who do
not have ready access to schools, and those
studying subjectsin which the computational and
information processing power of the computer
enhance learning (HallWorth & Brebner, p.218).

Further they argue that CAI must be given time to evolve
while courseware builds up and irrational fearsof-
computers are overcome. In this way,. - they believe that
"computers should naturally.find their place in the
educational sysfem."
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MICROCOMPUTER PILOT SURVEY: T,EACHER'S QUESTIONNAIRE

Summary Report

June Y981

Return _Rates

A total:Of 117 completed questionnaires were included in the final

analyses. These represent 60:3% of the questionnaires mailed out.

As I mentioned in4,previous conversation with Debbie, Orrice lists

of teachers' names were received from only four school districts,
4,

the questionnaires were Mailed.to the other eight coordinators,for

'distribution. 'In many cages a rather liberal estimate of the number

-heeded-was 'sent: as a result the actual 'return Tate may be higher,

but we have no way of knowing What it.is., When, however, the return

.'rate is calculateq.for thas4 four districts whose questionnaires were

mailed-directly to the teachers the figure is 72.7%. The direct

mailing route is always more preferred and it's unfortunate that we

weren't supplied with more of the requested lists. Return rates per

school district are listed below.

.

#68

37

#38'

#22

Nanaimo

Delta,

Richmond

Vernon

70.0%

100.0%

86.7%

61:8%

#42 Maple Ridge 76.7%

\#15 Penticton. 30.0%

#48 Howe Sound 60.0%

i-438 Terrace' 33.3%

#61 Victoria 55.0%

§ Castlegar 65.0%/

#60 Peace River North 30.0%4

# 3. Kimberley 40.7%

ti
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"Level" Designation

For questions 1, 3; 4, 5b, 6a, 6b, 7 and 20 results are reported for

both the total sample and for the sample broken down by level as follows:

PRIM (Primary) Kinderggrten, Grades.l -3

INTER (Intermediate) Grades 4-7

JRSEC (Jr. Secondary) Grades 8-10

SRSEC (Sr. Secondary) Grades 11-12

Opinionaire Questions 26;-27 and 28

The majority of the questionnaires were mailed out with an unfortunate

typing error which present0 the first (as well as'the last) option as

"Very important". Although this was followed with an errata notification

and some Corrected versions were mailed at a later date, the inconsistency

.refleCted in the data in compa on to question 8 suggests that optiips

1 and 5.for these questions were c nfused.
. .

I personally apologize for the er or and recommended use_ of question,8

data Tzther than these three. Th re is no doubt,-even with the error

howeVer, that Microcomputer instructi s considered important to very

important at all levels, and increasingly so the higher thelevel. /

Please note that the same error appeared on the Coordinator Questionnaire,

Questions 20,121 and 22.

Crosstabulation.Results

. /

The 'croSstabs' analyses in the computer printout (;pages 242-337) present

2-way joint frequency distributions rel'ating responses on selected

questions to the level at which-the microcomputer's were used (PRIM, INTER,

',ASEC, "SRSEC), rated satisfaction with the project (question 25), and

personal computer literacy (question 20): Relatively few of these produced
5

significant results the:p <.O1 level. They arp'summarized as follows.

-14
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There were more microcomputers avaifableat th,e.SeCohdary-
.

(p.242) than the elementary levels. -

\

Q8 All of the eleMentary teachers felt that microcomputers
'v ,

(p.244) should be introduced at the elementary level while some ,

secondary teachers felt that the introduction stiould ElSe
-

nior secondary level:
5introduced at the ju

At the elementary level, almost all microcomputers were

(p.245) located in classrooms, or li'braries,.with. the majority being

) in classropms.

At the'secondary level, the locations were fairly evenly

split between classrooms and labs: no libraries were used.

Q11.8.8 The only noteworthy dissatisfaction reported with both district

& Q11.8.9 and Ministry level coordination was A the junior secondary

(121%255- level, TWenty-five percent of those teachers reported district'

256) level dissatisfaction and,28.6%.reported Ministry level dis:

satisfaction. Interestingly, there was no dissatisfaction

reported from senior secondary teachers.

0.12.C.5 The majority,of primary, intermediate; and junior econdar.:y

(p.267) teachers reported microcomputer courses to be less effective

or as gobd as traditional instructional approaches. It's

interesting to note that there was less satisfaction for

intermediate and junior secondary.than for primary teachers.

The majority of senior secondary teachers reported micro-.

computer courses to be as good as or better than traditional

methods. This'no doubt reflects differences in the type of

courses offered.
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Q15 At the elementary levels the major use of microcrAputers is to

(p.270) augment traditional instruction. As grade level increases, so

does the percentage of time devoted to new instruction.

no primary teachers used microcorr7putors for new instruction,

the majority of. senior secondary teachers reported that uSe.

Q16.3

(p.213)

The higher tiv.grade level, the greater percentage of teachers

reported having taken university or college computer courses.

ThiS ranges from 0% of primary ,eachers to 50% of senior

secondary teachers. Considering the interest stated in

introducing microcalputers in ela,entary school, teacher

training institutes should start ofFering courses for those

teachers as well!,

019.1 ' More 'emphasis in-le&rning to assemble the cgioponents of the

(p.234) Apple system was.suAested by secondary than elei.,entary teachers.

'Obviously, teachers with !!Are.'skill and experience have more

ihterest,in this aspect of computer use.

q20 'Secondary teachers rated their ch 1c:4/el of computer literacy

(.293) than elementary teachers. Ioc'rcasing teacher literacy is

associated with higher qrlde lcvels taught.

Please. f',ote that it is not-nessary to have statistical sii,nificanee to

report trends or dtfferences there diay be data of interest. It

is advic.able, ,though, to state that any ucji.;-indings do not f-,3.prl,ent

signivicant'differences.

.. 0.'
TO aid in your cwn interpreation.of the statistiss ass,oc-Nted with the

crosstabs tables, definitions are included for'chi-squareandfCramer's V.

mt.
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Chi-square tests for-the existence of a systematic relationship between

two variables by comparing cell frequencies which would be expected

when no relationShip exists to-actual cell frequencies. The greater

the discrepancy betren the expected and actual frequencies, the

larger chi-square -becomes. Therefore small values of chi-square

indicate the absence of a relationship whereas high values imply,

that a systematic relationship exists between variables. It does

not measure the strength of the relationship.

Cramer's-V does provide a measure of the strength of that relationship.;

V ranges from 0 to +1 with values approaching 1. signifr.eag thbt a

degree of association exists. Experience sugges*ts,that values above .1

may be meaaingful. -

Number of Students per Microcomputer (Ques.tion 5c)

4

,b.,

I recommend caution in using these results sAce.the range of responses

within each category (i.e.,box) was generally very large. My guess con-

,kerning the reason for this is that the interpretation 'of the.ouestion's

intent varied across respondents. For example, sections 9, 10, and 11

appear to have been answered'with respectto both how many people

should operate the microcomputer for.such uses, in which case the

numbers were very small (1p4), and how'many students should be Jerved

by such uses, in which case the numbers were very large (as shown).

Several people.wrote in "1 per school" for these categorie<nd I

imagine that would represent the,general intent. It is; nevertheless,

difficult to make a good interpretation as the data exists. I have

included average numbers for sections 1 through 8 since there was

.reasonable consistency in them and since the ranges were much less

-than those discussed above.'

/24

Barbara Holmes

June 18, 1981


